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ABSTRACT
Prognostics and health management (PHM) is an emerging engineering discipline that
diagnoses and predicts how an engineered system will degrade its performance and when it will
lose its partial or whole functionality. With monitored parameters from the system and
observations from its operating conditions, PHM can significantly enhance the reliability,
availability, and predictability of the system. In this dissertation, contributions have been made to
address the challenges of PHM for complex dynamic systems applied to lithium-ion batteries, as
outlined in the following three major research thrusts:


Adaptive Dynamic System Modeling for PHM: in this thrust, a new self-cognizant dynamic
system (SCDS) approach has been developed to address the challenge of dynamic system
modeling considering the deterioration of system performance over time so that system
inherent parameters can be accurately identified and system health states can be assessed.
The SCDS approach has been applied to battery health management and also generalized
for PHM of general complex dynamics systems.



Lithium-Plating Diagnosis: In this thrust, a novel internal state variable (SV) mapping
approach has been developed to address the challenging of diagnosing lithium-plating with
only operational measurements such as voltage and current information.



Lithium-Plating prognosis: In this thrust, a multi-scale filtering technique is developed
based on the ISV mapping approach for the remaining useful life prediction of lithiumplating induced battery system failures.

This dissertation consists of four journal articles that have been either published or submitted
for publication in chapters two to five, whereas chapter one provides an overview of the research
background and chapter six summarizes the dissertation with conclusions and future work.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Research Background
Prognostics and health management (PHM) for machinery has attracted researchers’ and

industrial companies’ attention in recent decades. PHM is an engineering discipline that diagnoses
how an engineered system will degrade its performance and predicts when it will lose its partial or
whole functionality. PHM can significantly improve the reliability, availability, and predictability
of a system by accessing system internal states and dynamics with monitored visible system's
observations from its normal operating conditions. A wide variety of tools and techniques for PHM
have been developed and reported that explore new theories and are implemented in practical
applications. Most commonly, PHM is defined as a synthesized science employing a series of tools
and techniques to assess the health condition of an operating system, predict its remaining useful
life (RUL) in real-time, and reduce catastrophic failures with failure mitigation/recovery actions.
PHM carries out three specific tasks for the health management of an operating system over its life
cycle: (i) PHM collects sensory signals from the system, extracts from the sensory signals healthrelevant features and system characteristics, and diagnoses system faults and degradation; (ii)
PHM identifies characteristics of system failure by monitoring and estimating system states, and
diagnose various failure modes; and (iii) PHM captures the system degradation trend based on the
current and previous health conditions of the system, and predicts its future health condition and
RUL. The relationship of these three tasks of the PHM research is illustrated in Figure 1.1 as
follows.
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Figure 1.1: System PHM schematic concepts

Figure 1.1 demonstrates how the PHM methodology organizes its concepts logically. To get
into a system, the first step (task 1) is to access the system health characteristics that are several
current system states with the knowledge of system physics and analyze system I/O data. The
system current status can provide enough information to diagnose failures (task 2) after failure
modes have been explicitly investigated and features of failure have been extracted. With
integrating system health states and failure information, system prognostics (task 3) are able to be
developed to predict future health conditions. These three tasks are the basic technologies inside
system PHM framework. Certainly, the failure and RUL information can help system operators
making decisions for maintenance and replacement to keep the system healthy operation.

1.2

Research Challenges
The objective of this dissertation is to develop advanced data-driven methods for prognostics

and health management (PHM), and primary application focus has been on the PHM of complex
dynamic systems such as Lithium-ion batteries. In the following, the challenges of this research
2

are explained with respect to complex dynamic system modeling and dynamic system health state
estimation.
1.2.1 Complex Dynamic System Modeling
In engineering and physics, system modeling is to utilize system functional representations to
conceptualize and construct systems with multi-disciplinary study. Engineering system modeling
includes two main categories that are physics-based modeling and data-driven modeling.
A physics-based modeling for a system is based on an assumption that the system processes
can be well analyzed with physical or chemical laws and has ability to achieve mathematically
analytical solutions. With comprehension of system basics, physics-based system models can
easily help us understand system behaviors, estimate system hidden states, and predict future
system actions.
However, with the increase in system complexity, it has become more difficult to model a
complex system through the use of an analytical physics-based model in many practical
applications. Complex systems, or black box systems, mean systems that feature highly nonlinear
relationships between systems' inputs and outputs, which generally involve high dimensional
inputs and outputs, and nonlinear system processes.
Data-driven approaches, as mentioned earlier, provide an alternative way to model the complex
system relying exclusively on the measured data rather than the underlying physics of the system.
Data-driven models utilize information from measured data to identify system characteristics,
learn system response from designed inputs, and thus estimate or predict system behaviors with
new inputs data.
However, as the system evolves and degrades over time, a data-driven model trained using
historical data may lose accuracy and become less predictive. A commonly used strategy to resolve
3

this issue is to incorporate the most recent data set into the original training data set and refine the
data-driven model using the augmented training data set. As a result, the refined model more
accurately predicts the most recent behavior of the system. Although this strategy attempts to
adaptively refine the data-driven model by updating the training data set, it is still far from being
applied in practice due to two obvious shortcomings. First, retraining a data-driven model is timeconsuming and of low computational efficiency. In cases where a massive amount of data is
continuously being collected and the system is evolving rapidly over time, the retraining would be
too slow for the retained model to keep up with the system evolution. The second issue arises when
only a negligibly small amount of new data is added to a large training set and, due to the
dominance of historical data; the retraining is unable to effectively update the model to reflect the
most recent system behavior.

1.2.2 Dynamical System Health States Estimation
A dynamical system describes a system that evolves from one state into another state over time
line. Mathematically, a dynamical system is either a smooth action with continuous time or a
separate action with discrete time. When a system follows continuous time, it is called continuous
dynamical system; otherwise, it is a discrete dynamical system. In practical engineering cases,
discrete dynamical systems dominate the mainstream of research because of the discreteness of
experimental measurements and observations. System states theoretically are able to be measured
state by state discretely. Figure 1.1 shows the architecture of a discrete dynamical system.

4

x(t-1)

x(t)

y(t-1)

y(t)

Figure 1.2 Architecture of a discrete dynamical system
However, in practical study, dynamical system states cannot be easily obtained due to
invisibleness and inaccessibility of a complex system. The system states are unobserved with
current technical devices and methods. Although the observable measurements are generally
linked to required system hidden states, links are easily noised by system evolved processes and
observation behaviors.
A state-space representation is a powerful mathematical tool for estimating the hidden states
(e.g., health condition and performance) of a dynamic system from the system’s visible states (e.g.,
pressure and temperature) that can be measured with sensors. A state-space model consists of a
transition function which describes the evolution of states of a system and an observation function
which represents the relations between observations and states of the system. As a time-domain
approach, the state-space model is effective in addressing a dynamic system problem.
To make the discussion more concrete, we use a nonlinear discrete-time state-space model as
the internal mapping function in Fig. 1.2 to characterize the system dynamic behavior over the
course of time. We begin by defining the nonlinear state-space model considered in this work as
5

Transition:

xk  F  xk 1 , uk 1   w k

Measurement:

y k  G  xk , uk   v k

(1-1)

where k is the discrete time step, x is the vector of system states, y is the vector of system
observations (or measurements), u is the vector of measureable exogenous inputs, wand v are zeromean independent Gaussian noises with w being the vectors of system process noise for states,
and v being the vector of system measurement noise, F(•,•) is the state transition function, and
G(•,•) is the system measurement function. Note that the hidden states of the dynamic system in
Fig. 1.2are the system states x while the visible states are the measureable exogenous inputs u and
the system observations y. With the system defined by Eq. (1-1), the self-cognizant system aims
at estimating both the system states x (or the hidden states) from the system inputs u and
observations y(or the visible states).

u(t)

u(t-1)

x(t-1)

F(x, u)
w

G(x, u)
v

x(t)

y(t-1)

v

y(t)

Figure 1.3 State-space representation of a discrete dynamical system

1.3

Research Scope and Objectives
The main objective of this dissertation is to develop advanced data-driven methods of
6

prognostics and health management for complex dynamical engineering systems and apply these
techniques for health management of lithium ion batteries. The scope of the research in this
dissertation is to address the research challenges aforementioned in section 1.2 by developing the
following solutions:
Research solution 1: self-cognizant dynamic system for system battery management
Chapter 2 presents a new self-cognizant dynamic system (SCDS) approach that incorporates
artificial intelligence into dynamic system modeling for system health assessment of Li-ion
batteries. A feed-forward neural network (FFNN) is selected to approximate a complex system
response which is challenging task in general due to inaccessible system physics. The trained FFNN
model is then embedded into a dual extended Kalman filter algorithm to track down system
dynamics. The recursive computation technique used to update the FFNN model using online
measurements is also derived. To validate the proposed SCDS approach, a battery dynamic system
is considered as an experimental application. After modeling the battery system by a FFNN model
and a state-space model, the state-of-charge (SoC) and state-of-health (SoH) are estimated by
updating the FFNN model using the proposed approach.
Research solution 2: A generalized SCDS approach for PHM
Chapter 3 develops a generic data-driven method, namely adaptive self-cognizant dynamic
system (ASDS) approach, to formulate a statistical framework for system PHM into two core
attributes: (i) the adaptive ASDS approach employs a data-driven method to learn time-series
degradation performance of an engineering system from offline training data sets, (ii) a Bayesian
technique is integrated into the adaptive ASDS approach so that the obtained data-driven model
can be self-updated to adapt the operational or environmental change using online observations.
The contribution of this chapter lies in three aspects, namely the construction of a virtual health
7

index (VHI) system to characterize the health information of an engineering system, the
implementation of an adaptive ASDS approach to build a system degradation model, and
statistically update it to predict the remaining useful life (RUL) at a specified degradation
threshold.
Research solution 3: A new internal state variable mapping approach for li-plating diagnosis
Chapter 4 presents a new internal state variable (ISV) mapping approach to identify values of
immeasurable battery ISVs considering changes of inherent parameters of battery system
dynamics for li-plating diagnosis. Employing the developed ISV mapping approach, an explicit
functional relationship model between measurable battery signals and immeasurable battery ISVs
can be developed. The developed model can then be used to identify ISVs from an online battery
system for the occurrence identification of Li-plating. Employing multiphysics based simulation
of Li-plating using COMSOL, the proposed Li-plating diagnosis approach is implemented under
different conditions in the case studies to demonstrate its efficacy in diagnosis of li-plating onset
timings.
Research solution 4: A multiscale particle filters (MPFs) framework for li-plating prognosis
Chapter 5 proposes a multiscale particle filters (MPFs) framework to estimate several
important model parameters involved in the Li-plating process and predict RULs with updated
model parameters. Most of traditional prognostics and health management (PHM) approaches
predict RULs of Li-ion batteries under regular use conditions. However, a specific failure mode
such as Li-plating could largely accelerate the degradation process of Li-ion batteries, which
makes inaccurate RUL prediction. Our contributions of this chapter have three aspects: (i) a datadriven model, namely neural network, is employed to capture the battery system response with the
occurrence of Li-plating; (ii) The MPFs framework consists of a microscale particle filter that is
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designed to estimate time fast-varying variables and a macroscale particle filter for estimation of
time slowly-varying variables; (iii) RUL prediction is based on the estimated variables from the
MPFs.

1.4

Overview of Dissertation
This dissertation consists of four journal articles that have been either published or submitted

for publication, which has been organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents a self-cognizant dynamic
system approach for system health assessment. Chapter 3 develops an adaptive self-cognizant
dynamic system approach for prognostics of general engineered system applications. Chapter 4
presents a internal state variable mapping approach for system failure diagnostics. Chapter 5
presents a multiscale particle filter (MPFs) framework for system prognostics with occurrence of
certain failures.
The four journal articles included in this dissertation have been listed below:


Bai, G., Wang, P., and Hu, C., "A Self-Cognizant Dynamic System Approach for
Prognostics and Health Management", Journal of Power Sources, Vol. 278, 15, pp. 163174, 2015. (Chapter 2)



Bai, G, and Wang, P., "Prognostics Using An Adaptive Self-Cognizant Dynamic System
Approach," Accepted, IEEE Trans. on Reliability, 2016. (Chapter 3)



Bai, G, and Wang, P., "An Internal State Variable Mapping Approach for Li-Plating
Diagnosis," Accepted, Journal of Power Sources, 2016. (Chapter 4)



Bai, G, and Wang, P., "A Multiscale Filtering Approach for Prognosis of Lithium-plating
Induced Battery Failures," Submitted, Applied Energy, 2016. (Chapter 5)

Finally, in chapter 6 the conclusion and future work are discussed.
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CHAPTER 2
SELF-COGNIZANT DYNAMIC SYSTEM BATTERY MANAGEMENT
2.1

Abstract
Prognostics and health management (PHM) is an emerging engineering discipline that

diagnoses and predicts how and when a system will degrade its performance and lose its partial or
whole functionality. Due to the complexity and invisibility of rules and states of most dynamic
systems, developing an effective approach to track evolving system states becomes a major
challenge. This chapter presents a new self-cognizant dynamic system (SCDS) approach that
incorporates artificial intelligence into dynamic system modeling for PHM. A feed-forward neural
network (FFNN) is selected to approximate a complex system response which is challenging task
in general due to inaccessible system physics. The trained FFNN model is then embedded into a
dual extended Kalman filter algorithm to track down system dynamics. The recursive computation
technique used to update the FFNN model using online measurements is also derived. To validate
the proposed SCDS approach, a battery dynamic system is considered as an experimental
application. After modeling the battery system by a FFNN model and a state-space model, the
state-of-charge (SoC) and state-of-health (SoH) are estimated by updating the FFNN model using
the proposed approach. Experimental results suggest that the proposed approach improves the
efficiency and accuracy for battery health management.
Index Terms: Lithium-ion battery; Prognostics and Health Management; Kalman filter; State-ofHealth (SoH); State-of-Charge (SoC); Dynamic Systems;
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2.2

Introduction
Prognostics and health management (PHM) for machinery has attracted researchers’ and

industrial companies’ attention in recent decades. A wide variety of tools and techniques for PHM
have been developed and reported that explore new theories and are implemented in practical
applications. Most commonly, PHM is defined as a synthesized science employing a series of tools
and techniques to assess the health condition of an operating system, predict its remaining useful
life (RUL) in real-time, and reduce catastrophic failures with failure mitigation/recovery actions
[1]. PHM carries out two specific tasks for the health management of an operating system over its
life cycle: (i) PHM collects sensory signals from the system, extracts from the sensory signals
health-relevant features and system characteristics, and diagnoses system faults and degradation;
and (ii) PHM captures the system degradation trend based on the current and previous health
conditions of the system, and predicts its future health condition and RUL.
Several algorithms and techniques have been developed in the literature for system modeling
and prognostics applications by researchers. As a statistical model, autoregressive moving average
(ARMA) model has been applied to investigating system modeling and predicting future behavior
of systems based on time- or cycle-based signal data [2]. Fuzzy logic offers another way to describe
systems in the presence of uncertain and unclear data. Instead of gaining a full understanding of
the underlying mechanisms of a system, fuzzy logic is dedicated to exploring complex systems in
a high level of abstraction in order to develop a decision making system [3]-[6]. Another technique
that has received great attention from researchers is artificial neural networks (ANN). By imitating
the structures and mechanisms of neural networks in human brain, an ANN, which connects
multiple layers of artificial notes together to form a network, is capable of modeling a complex
system without the need of expert knowledge of the system’s internal workings. Due to its data-
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driven nature, the ANN has been successfully employed and developed to model complex systems
for various applications [7]-[9]. As a state-of-the-art classification and regression methodology,
support vector machine (SVM) has been very widely used to solve diagnostic and prognostic
problems [10]. By using a kernel function, SVM implicitly maps its low dimensional inputs to a
high dimensional feature space, which essentially transforms a low dimensional nonlinear problem
to a high dimensional linear problem. With the regulation of the KKT conditions (Karush-KuhnTucker conditions), SVM extracts a series of support vectors in the high dimensional feature space
from the training data and uses these support vectors to build the classification or regression
equations. Another data-driven approach, Gaussian process (GP) regression, provides a very
powerful solution for system regression. It has been used in various applications in the PHM field
[11][12]. All of the above algorithms are data-driven approaches which only rely on pure data
collected from system parameters and measurements. However, if a system model (or a physicsbased model) is clearly defined based on physical laws, the Bayesian based approaches are much
more dominated solution in practical applications. The most outstanding approach is Markov chain
Mote Carlo (MCMC) method, which is a simulation-based method commonly applied in several
applications with physics-based models [13]-[15].
With the increase in system complexity, it has become more difficult to model a complex
system through the use of an analytical physics-based model in many practical applications. Datadriven approaches, as mentioned earlier, provide an alternative way to model the complex system
relying exclusively on the measured data rather than the underlying physics of the system.
However, as the system evolves and degrades over time, a data-driven model trained using
historical data may lose accuracy and become less predictive. A commonly used strategy to resolve
this issue is to incorporate the most recent data set into the original training data set and refine the
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data-driven model using the augmented training data set. As a result, the refined model more
accurately predicts the most recent behavior of the system. Although this strategy attempts to
adaptively refine the data-driven model by updating the training data set, it is still far from being
applied in practice due to two obvious shortcomings. First, retraining a data-driven model is timeconsuming and of low computational efficiency. In cases where a massive amount of data is
continuously being collected and the system is evolving rapidly over time, the retraining would be
too slow for the retained model to keep up with the system evolution. The second issue arises when
only a negligibly small amount of new data is added to a large training set and, due to the
dominance of historical data, the retraining is unable to effectively update the model to reflect the
most recent system behavior.
A state-space representation is a powerful mathematical tool for estimating the hidden states
(e.g., health condition and performance) of a dynamic system from the system’s visible states (e.g.,
pressure and temperature) that can be measured with sensors. A state-space model consists of a
transition function which describes the evolution of states of a system and an observation function
which represents the relations between observations and states of the system. As a time-domain
approach, the state-space model is effective in addressing a dynamic system problem. Several
online estimation techniques have been developed based on the state-space model to track the
hidden states of a dynamic system over time. Kalman filter (KF) and particle filter (PF) are
representative of these techniques [16]-[20]. Even though the online estimation techniques are
capable of achieving accurate tracking of system hidden states, their use is largely limited by the
aforementioned difficulties in modeling a complex dynamic system.
To address the above challenges, this chapter proposes a self-cognizant dynamic system
(SCDS) approach. By combining the advantages of both data-driven approaches and online
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estimation techniques, the proposed SCDS approach not only resolves the low efficiency and
accuracy issues of data-driven approaches due to the evolving system behavior, but also eliminates
the dependency of online estimation techniques on the physics-based modeling of the dynamic
system. The main idea of the proposed approach is the integration of an intelligent system modeler
with an online estimator to build a self-cognizant dynamic system. The intelligent system modeler
closely monitors and learns the dynamic system behavior, and actively seeks adaptations of the
dynamic system model to better emulate the system behavior. The online estimator not only
estimates the hidden states based on the measured and predicted visible states, but also updates the
intelligent system modeler by using online observations, in order to gain a better understanding of
the dynamic system. To implement the self-cognizant dynamic system, this work employs a feedforward neural network (FFNN), the basic architecture of ANN, as the intelligent system modeler
and a dual extended Kalman filter (DEKF), the nonlinear version of KF for dual state estimation,
as the online estimator. The FFNN allows for the intelligent adaptation of the system model to the
changing dynamic system, while the DEKF enables the dual estimation of two hidden states,
namely the state and model parameters.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.3 and 2.4 presents the theoretical
foundation the numerical implementation of the proposed SCDS approach. Section 2.5 introduces
the background of a lithium-ion (Li-ion) battery system and applies the SCDS approach to
addressing state of charge (SoC) and state of health (SoH) estimation. Section 2.6 presents an
experimental case study to demonstrate the effectiveness of the SCDS approach in Li-ion battery
health management. A brief conclusion and future work are provided in Section 2.7.
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2.3

Concept of Self-Cognizant Dynamic System
The goal of the self-cognizant system is to perceive the dynamic system with the help of an

intelligent system modeler and an estimator. The hidden states (e.g., health condition and
performance) of the dynamic system cannot be sensed by the self-cognizant system, while the
visible states (e.g., pressure and temperature) that are affected by the hidden states can be measured
using sensors. By utilizing the measurable visible states of the dynamic system, the self-cognizant
system aims at adaptively learning the underlying model (i.e., the internal mapping function) of
the dynamic system, and optimally estimating and adjusting the hidden states of the system. The
two core components of the self-cognizant system are the intelligent system modeler and the
estimator. The former employs an artificial intelligence (AI) technique (e.g., neural network and
support vector machine) to closely monitor and learn the dynamic system behavior, and actively
seek adaptations of the dynamic system model to better emulate the system behavior. The latter
uses an online estimation technique (e.g., Kalman filter and particle filter) to not only estimate
these hidden states based on the measured and predicted visible states, but also update the
intelligent system modeler by using online observations, in order to gain a better understanding of
the dynamic system. The estimated hidden states provide valuable insight into how the hidden
states can be adjusted by using the actuators for health management. Overall speaking, the selfcognizant system intelligently adapts the system model to the changing dynamic system and
integrates the adapted model with the sensory measurements to infer and adjust the hidden states
of the dynamic system. Figure 2.1 depicts the structure of a self-cognizant dynamic system, which
includes a dynamic system and a self-cognizant system.
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Figure 2.1：The schematic diagram of a self-cognizant dynamic system

2.4

Implementation of Self-Cognizant Dynamic System
This study attempts the implementation of a self-cognizant dynamic system by using the FFNN

as the intelligent system modeler and the DEKF as the estimator. Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 briefly
explains the fundamentals of the FFNN and those of the DEKF, respectively. Section 2.4.3 presents
a mathematical framework to integrate the two techniques.
2.4.1 Dual Extended Kalman Filter (DEKF)
Kalman filter (KF) was firstly established as a recursive solution to discrete linear filtering
problem by R.E. Kalman. Since that time, due to its powerful solution to dynamic system state
estimation, Kalman filter has been the subject of extensive research and application including:
target tracking, global positioning, dynamic system control, navigation, and communication.
Extended Kalman filter (EKF) is an on-linear variant of KF that uses the Taylor series expansion
to linearize the system functions. The EKF has been extensively used to estimate the hidden states
of a battery system. In this study, we employ the DEKF as the estimator of the self-cognizant
system in to synchronously estimate two hidden states, i.e., the state and model parameters. To
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implement the DEKF for a system, a nonlinear state-space model is needed, which can be defined
as:
Transition:

xk  F  xk 1 , uk 1 , k 1   wk ,  k   k 1  rk

Measurement: yk  G  xk , uk , k   vk

(2-1)

Where k is index of discrete time steps, x represents state of a dynamic system, y denotes outputs
of system observations (or measurements), u is system input,  represents system model parameter,
w and r represent system process noises whereas v denotes measurement noise, and F(.) and G(.)
represent system state and measurement functions, respectively.
The essence of this estimator is the combined use of the state and weight EKFs with the state
EKF estimating the system states and the weight EKF estimating the system model parameters. In
the estimator, two EKFs are run concurrently and, at every time step when observations become
available, the state EKF estimates the states using the current model parameter estimates from the
weight EKF while the weight EKF estimates the model parameters using the current state estimates
from the state EKF. The algorithm of the DEKF for the system described in Eq. (2-1) is
summarized in the following Table 2-1:
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Table 2.1The Equations of Dual Extended Kalman Filter
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(2-7)
x  xˆk 1

(2-8)
x  xˆk

(2-9)
 ˆk

While running the two filters simultaneously in the DEKF, the crucial term Ckθ, which is
associated with the weight filter, requires substantial computation in the actual operation. This is
because both filters have recurrent architectures where is an argument for both functions x̂ − and
x̂. Thus, the computation of Ckθ requires recurrent routine derivatives that are similar to a real-time
recurrent learning (RTRL). The recursive derivative equations are showed as follows:
dG  xˆ k , u k , θ 
dθ



G  xˆ k , u k , θ 
θ

G  xˆ k , u k , θ  dxˆ k


xˆ k
dθ

(2-10)



dxˆ k F  xˆ k 1 , u k 1 , θ  F  xˆ k 1 , u k 1 , θ  dxˆ k 1



dθ
θ
xˆ k1
dθ

(2-11)

x
dG  xˆ k 1 , u k 1 , θ  K k-1
dxˆ k 1 dxˆ k1
x
 y k 1  G  xˆ k1 , u k 1 , θ  

 K k-1

dθ
dθ
dθ
θ

(2-12)

where the last term in Eq. (2-12) can be omitted based on the assumption that the Kalman gain
of state filter Kk-1xhas a barely weak dependency with . Thus, the last term can be assumed to
zero to avoid redundant computation. After computing the three derivatives, the DEKF could
operate the two filters concurrently. In what follows, we will discuss the derivations of the three
linearization terms Ak, Ckx, and Ckθ for an FFNN model.

2.4.2 Feed-Forward Neural Network (FFNN)
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are structured by simulating biological neural networks by
researchers. Several challenging “intelligent” problems, including pattern recognition, function
approximation, forecasting, content-addressable memory, control, clustering, and optimization, are
attempted to be solved using ANNs by researchers. There are two basic architectures of ANNs:
feed-forward networks and feedback (recurrent) networks. Meanwhile, there are three main
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training scenarios for ANNs: supervised, unsupervised, and hybrid. In this dissertation, we employ
a supervised multilayer FFNN as the intelligent system modeler of the self-cognizant system in
Figure 2.2. In the supervised multilayer FFNN, the input signals propagate through the network
forward from the input layer to output layer.

aij

bjs

q1

h1

z1

…

…

…

qi

hj

zs

…

…

…

qI

hJ

zS

Input Layer

Hidden Layer

Output Layer

Figure 2.2: The architecture of a typical feed-forward neural network

Figure 2.2 shows the structure of a typical multilayer FFNN. The network consists of three
layers: input layer, hidden layer, and output layer, which include a set of neurons in each layer.
Two nodes from different layers link by different weights, and bias weights attach on the each node
in the hidden layer and output layer. To generalize the hidden or output neurons, a common method
is to employ activation functions, such as threshold function, piecewise-linear function, sigmoid
function, or Gaussian function. The most frequently used activation function is sigmoid function
in ANNs, which is defined as follows:
   

1
1 e

Where ξ is slope of the sigmoid function.
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(2-13)

From the input layer, each hidden node has a link weight connecting every input node. The
hidden node value h can be calculated as follows:

 I

h j     qi aij  a 0 j 
 i 1


(2-14)

Where j is the index of a hidden node, i is the index of an input node, I is the number of index
nodes, aij is the weight connecting the ith input node to the jth hidden node, and a0j is the bias weight
connected to the hidden node j.
In the output layer, the sth output node zs is calculated as follows:

 J

z s     h j b js  b0 s 
 j 1


(2-15)

Where s is the index of an output node, bjs is the weight connecting the jth hidden node to the
sth output node, and b0s is the bias weight of the output node connected with each output node s.
Substituting hj with the expression in Eq. (2-14), Eq. (2-15) can be rewritten in a complete form,
expressed as
 J  I


z s  H sNN  Q, W         q i a ij  a 0 j  b js  b 0 s 

 j 1  i 1


(2-16)

where HNN(∙,∙) represents the constructed FFNN function, the vector of input nodes Q = [q1,…,
qi,…, qI]T, and the vector of weights W= [a11,…,aij,…, aIJ, a01,…, a0j,…, a0J, b11,…,bjs,…, bJS,
b01,…, b0j,…, b0S]T .

2.4.3 Integration of DEKF with FFNN
The FFNN is a data-driven approach to describe a complex system response and build a system
model between different variables. Given a set of measured input and output data, an FFNN model
could intelligently construct a pure data-driven structure to indicate the relations between all of the
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variables. As aforementioned, though an FFNN model could approximate a system response with
certain nodes and weights based on historical data, those nodes and weights, the main internal
contents of a well-trained ANN, are not able to adjust themselves with new measured data. With
the changes of external conditions and evolution of a dynamic system, the implicit relations within
system internal states and external conditions could not be captured by the well-trained FFNN
based on historical data. To solve this problem, the DEKF is employed to update the weights and
nodes inside an FFNN model with new coming data. In this study, the FFNN is employed to learn
the measurement function of the state-space model in Eq. (2-1). By replacing the original
measurement function with the learned FFNN function HNN(∙,∙), the state-space model in Eq. (2-1)
can then be rewritten as
Transition:
Measurement:

xk  F  xk 1 , u k 1 , θk 1   w k

θk  θk 1  rk

y k  H NN  Qk ,Wk   v k

(2-17)

To integrate the approximated function of FFNN with the state-space model, the inputs and
states of systems can be delivered by inputs and weights of FFNN:

 xk

uk   q1,k x
T

qk ,x

T

qk ,u  and θk  qk 1

qk 1,u

qki

Wk 

T

(2-18)

where the input nodes q1,xto qκ,x and qκ+1,uto qγ,u in an FFNN model are the fast time-varying states
xk and inputs uk of the system, respectively, and the slowly time-varying states θk include the rest
of the inputs qγ+1 to qi and the weight vector Wk of the FFNN model.
The integration of the DEKF with the FFNN is graphically shown in a schematic diagram in
Figure 2.3. It can be observed that the self-cognizant system consists of two EKFs running in
parallel and an FFNN model: the top EKF (state EKF) adapts the system states x, the bottom EKF
(weight EKF) adapts the system model parameters θ and the FFNN model learns the measurement
function G(•,•,•) of the dynamic system by adjusting the weight vector Wk and predicting the
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system measurements y based on the learned measurement function. The state EKF sends the state
estimates to the FFNN model and receives the predictor error of the system measurement for the
measurement update, while the weight EKF sends the model parameter estimates to the FFNN
model and receives the same predictor error for the measurement update.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram of the DEKF integrated with the FFNN (expanded view of the
self-cognizant system in Fig.1)

As mentioned before, the implementation of the DEKF requires the computation of the three
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linearization terms Ak, Ckx, and Ckθ. With the system state transition function F(∙,∙,∙) which is
mostly modeled by physical knowledge of systems or empirical model, Akis easily calculated by
Eq. (2-7). However, when we calculate another linearization term Ckx, the trained FFNN function
HNN(∙,∙) has to be involved the computation. From the Eq. (2-8), the further calculation that is a
form of Jacobian matrix is derived as follows:



G x, u k , θˆ k
x




x  xˆ k

H NN (Qk , Wk )
x

 H
  1,NN
x
 qk

 J HNN  q1,k x ,

H NN 

qk ,x 

(2-19)

, qk ,x 

where
T

H NN   H1NN

q1,k x  q1,k x

T

 z1k
 H sNN 


 1,x
q1,k x 
 qk

zks 
 .
q1,k x 

For the other linearization term Ckθ, a recursive computation, which is similar to a real-time
recursive learning, requires the trained FFNN function HNN(∙,∙) to involve in the whole recursive
computational routine. Observing that the Eq. (2-9) and the decomposed Eqs. (2.10), (2.11) and
(2.12), the other important computational term is derived as follows:

G  x, u, θ 
H NN

θ
θ
θ θˆ 
k

 H
H NN H NN 
  NN
, ,
,

1
qki
Wk 
 qk
 J H NN (qk 1 , , qki , Wk )

(2-20)

where

H NN  H NN

Wk  a11
k

H NN
akij

H NN
ak01

H NN
ak0 j
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H NN
bk11

H NN
bkjs

H NN
bk01

H NN 

bk0 s 

Apparently, the Jacobian matrix calculated in Eq. (2.20) tackles not only the partial derivatives
of system slowly time-varying states, but also the ones of weights in pre-given FFNN structure.
With solutions of Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20), the recursive computational routine could be tracked
down to calculate the linearization term Ckθ through Eqs. (2.10), (2.11) and (2.12).
To solve partial derivatives in Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20), the following equations are developed to
calculating elements in relative Jacobian matrices. For the partial derivatives with respect to FFNN
input nodes, it gives

 H sNN zks
 i
qki
qk
zks hkj
j
i
j 1 hk qk
J



.

hkj
 z (1  z ) b
qki
j 1
s
k

J

s
k

(2-21)

js
k

J

 zks (1  zks ) bkjs hkj (1  hkj )akij
j 1

For the partial derivatives with respect to weights of FFNN, it gives four different cases which
are differentiating FFNN function HNN(∙,∙) with respect to weights aij connecting inputs and hidden
nodes

H sNN zks hkj
 j ij
akij
hk ak
 zks 1  zks  bkjs

hkj
akij

,

(2-22)

 zks 1  zks  bkjs hkj 1  hkj  qki
weights bjs connecting outputs and hidden nodes

H sNN zks
 js
bkjs
bk

 z 1  z  h
s
k
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s
k

j
k

,

(2-23)

bias a0j for hidden nodes

H sNN
zks
 0j
ak0 j
ak


zks hkj
hkj ak0 j

 zks 1  zks  bkjs

,

(2-24)

j
k
0j
k

h
a

 zks 1  zks  bkjs hkj 1  hkj 
and bias b0s for output nodes

H sNN zks
 0s
bk0 s
bk

 z 1  z
s
k

s
k



,

(2-25)

respectively.
Finally, by substituting Eqs. (2.21) – (2.25) into Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20), the two linearization
terms Ckx and Ckθ can be obtained.

2.5

A Self-Cognizant Dynamic System Approach for Lithium-Ion Battery Health
Management
This section presents a new data-driven approach for battery health management by integrating

a generic ANN based battery model with the DEKF technique, thus eliminating the dependency
of SoC and SoH estimation on analytical battery models. Subsection 2.1 introduces battery basic
concepts: SoC and SoH. Subsection 2.5.2 details the procedure to apply the developed approach
to battery PHM.
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2.5.1 Definitions of SoC and SoH
Battery state-of-charge contains valuable information not only about the remaining usage time
within one discharge cycle but also about reliability of the battery system. Moreover, accurate SoC
estimation can facilitate the development of reliable discharging/charging strategies. In the
literature, SoC is commonly defined as the ratio between available amount of charge and the
maximum amount of charge, whereby the latter one is generally replaced by the nominal capacity
or rated capacity provided by battery manufacturers. This SoC definition can be mathematically
expressed as
SoC 

Qavailable
CN

(2-26)

where Qavailable represents the available amount of charge and CN represents the nominal or rated
capacity. There are several inherent problems while conducting the battery health management
using this SoC definition. First, the rated capacity or nominal capacity of a battery is determined
by experimental measurements under a constant discharge rate in a controlled environment.
Therefore, use of a rated capacity as a reference point is often inappropriate for practical
applications. Second, this definition does not taking into account the strong correlation between
SoC and capacity (e.g. inaccurate capacity estimation could lead to inaccurate SoC estimation and
vice versa), which is of vital importance for long-term battery SoC and SoH estimation since the
capacity of battery will fade over time. Therefore, the SoC definition in Eq. (2.26) could result in
very inaccurate SoC and SoH estimations in long-term battery operations.
Given the aforementioned problems, several alternative SoC definitions have been proposed
in the literature. In this study, practical state-of-charge, denoted as SoCp, has been employed, which
uses the maximum practical capacity, instead of nominal or rated capacity, as the maximum
amount of charge. Mathematically, SoCp can be expressed as:
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SoC p 

Qavailable
Cmax, p

(2-27)

where Cmax,p is the maximum practical capacity, which measures the maximum capacity of an
operating battery at the current time. Cmax,p may decrease over time considering battery aging
effects.
The practical SoC can usually be calculated by the ampere hour counting technique. If an initial
value of SoC, SoC(t0), is given, practical SoC at time t, SoCp(t), can be computed by integrating
current with respect to time, which can be mathematically expressed as:
SoC p  t   SoC  t0     t

t
0

i  
 d
Cmax, p

(2-28)

where Cmax,p is the maximum practical capacity at current charging or discharging cycle; i() is the
current (i() > 0 for charge and i() < 0 for discharge); and  is the Coulombic efficiency (≤1 for
charge and =1 for discharge). Note that SoC(t0) is always set to 1 in a battery discharging process.
Since, in practical applications, measurement systems can only collect signal signals in the discrete
time domain, Eq. (2.28) needs to be transformed to a discretized form for the implementation of
the SoC calculation. The discretized form of Eq. (3.28) can be expressed as follows:
SoCk  SoCk 1 

t
Ck 1

ik 1

(2-29)

where k is the measurement time step, and t is the time interval between two consecutive
measurements.
Besides different definitions used for state-of-charge, state-of-health (SoH), which indicates
health condition of a battery system, is another important parameter for battery health
management. SoH can be generally defined as:
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SoH 

Cmax, p
CN

(2-30)

It is worth noting that accurate estimation of Cmax,p becomes one of the most important tasks
in battery health management, because it is required in both Eqs.(2.29) and (2.30)for SoC and SoH
estimation.

2.5.2 SCDS Approach for Battery PHM
To apply the SCDS approach to a battery system, the battery system needs to be modeled in a
state-space form like Eq. (2.28). In the battery system, the system state x refers to the fast timevarying SoC. Here we use an italic, non-bold letter x to indicate that the system state in the battery
system is a scalar rather than a vector, and the same notational rule applies to all other functions
and variables. The system model parameter θ represents the slowly time-varying capacity. The
state transition function F(•,•,•) models the variation of SoC over time while the system
measurement function G(•,•,•) relates the measurable (or visible) battery voltage with the
immeasurable (or hidden) state (SoC) and model parameter (capacity) and the measurable (or
visible) battery current. Given the battery system’s state-space model F(•,•,•) and G(•,•,•) and the
measurable input and output signals (battery current and voltage), we are interested in estimating
the hidden state (SOC) and model parameter (capacity) in real-time and under a dynamic loading
condition.
The measurement function G(•,•,•) is a battery model that describes the dynamic behavior of
a battery over its life time. It is often difficult to accurately model the battery dynamic behavior
due to the complex relationship between the battery voltage and the battery SoC, capacity and
current under a dynamic loading condition. It becomes even more difficult if the model needs to
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take into account the evolution of the dynamic system due to degradation. To address this difficulty,
this work employs a FFNN model HNN(∙)to surrogate the measurement function G(•,•,•), as
described in Eq. (2.16). In addition to the battery capacity C, the weights of the FFNN model are
also treated as model parameters (see Section), which changes the scalar model parameter θ to a
vector θ. The FFNN architecture shows in Figure 2.4.

a ij

bj

SoC(k)

Voltage(k)

i(k)

Capacity(k)

Input layer

Hidden layer

Output layer

Figure 2.4: Neural network architecture for battery system

Concluding the above statements, the notations in Eq. (2.17) can be expressed in the context
of a Li-ion battery system as:
x k  SoCk
u k  ik
C 
θk   k 
Wk 
y k  Vk
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(2-31)

where ik and Vk denote the measured current and terminal voltage at the kth measurement time step,
respectively.
Thus, the state transition and measurement equations for battery systems can then be obtained
as
Transition: xk  xk 1 

t
Ck 1

ik 1  wk 1 ,

θk  [Ck 1 akij1 ak0j1 bkj1 bk01 ]T  rk 1 ,
Measurement:

2.6

(i  1,

I; j 1

J)

(2-32)

yk  Vk  xk , uk , θk   vk

Case Study
This section presents the experimental case study results for the demonstration of the

developed model-free battery health management approach. To demonstrate the efficacy of the
developed approach, a commonly used DEKF with an empirical model approach is employed for
the comparison purpose, in which the empirical model development has been detailed in Appendix.
The description of the experimental data is first provided in subsection 2.6.1 and the validation of
the developed ANN model is then carried out in subsection 2.6.2. By integrating the trained neural
network with the DEKF, the results for the short term SoC and the SoH estimation as well as the
long term capability estimation using the developed approach are discussed in subsections 2.6.3
and 2.6.4, respectively.
2.6.1

Description of the Experiment

The experiment was performed be the Prognostics Center of Excellence (PCoE) at NASA
Ames. The experimental equipment included a set of Li-ion cells which are located in an
environmental chamber, chargers, loads, a set of sensors which were used for measuring voltage,
current and temperature, and so on. During the experiment, the Li-ion batteries were charged and
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discharged cycling under various load and environmental conditions. The data acquisition (DAQ)
device was used to collect the measurement about voltage, current, temperature and so on from
sensors.
The battery data sets are provided by the Prognostics Data Repository of PCoE. Each data set
contains four Li-ion batteries operated under different operational profiles, namely charge,
discharge and impedance. In a charge cycle, a constant current (CC) of 1.5A was carried out until
the voltage reached 4.2V. Afterwards the CC charging was done, the charging mode was switched
to a constant voltage (CV) charging so that the voltage would keep 4.2V until the current dropped
to 20mA, which can be treated a fully charge cycle of Li-ion batteries. In a discharge cycle, a
constant current was carried out until the voltage dropped to 2.7V, 2.5V, 2.2V, and 2.5V for each
battery, respectively. Because of the degradation effect of Li-ion batteries in cycling operation, the
capacity loss would occur in every charging/discharging cycle, which resulted in rapid decrease of
the maximum capacity. When the battery maximum capacity faded to below 80% of the nominal
capacity, the experiment was stopped. For our case study, the first battery data set, which contains
the battery 05, 06, 07, and 18, was selected to estimate SoC and SoH by the proposed SCDS
approach. In the subsequent section, the results will be presented and discussed to validate the
proposed approach.
2.6.2 Training and Updating of System modeler
This Subsection presents the designed FFNN model training stage and updating stage.
Subsection 2.6.2.1 presents the FFNN training process and results using offline data, and
subsection 2.6.2.2 presents the updating effectiveness of the FFNN modeler with online
observations.
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2.6.2.1 Offline Training Stage
In this subsection, the feasibility of battery terminal voltage estimation using the developed
FFNN is validated using the aforementioned battery experimental dataset. In order to guarantee a
valid generalization in different battery aging conditions, the experimental data set from battery
05, which consists of 138 discharge cycles and 44501 sample points, is employed for the training
of the developed FFNN. At each sample point, the instantaneous current, the terminal voltage, and
the practical maximum capacity have been measured, and the accumulated time at each sample
point has also been recorded for calculating the SoC using the ampere-hour counting technique.
As introduced in the previous subsection 2.4, the three inputs of the developed FFNN are the
SoC, current, and capacity respectively. The number of hidden nodes is set to ten in this study
based on the experimental efficiency and accuracy. The output of the developed FFNN is the
battery terminal voltage estimation. The learning rule used in this study is the gradient descent
algorithm, which is a first-order optimization algorithm being commonly used for FFNN training.
During the training process, the weights could be adjusted to the optimum values by running the
gradient descent algorithm to reduce the training error (i.e., the difference between the estimates
from the network and the training targets from the experimental data).After training the developed
FFNN model using the data of battery 05, the other three batteries, 06, 07 and 18, are employed to
validate the trained network model. Figure 2.5 shows the training and testing results, in which
Figure 2.5 (a) shows training results of battery 05, while Figure 3.5(b), Figure 2.5 (c), and Figure
2.5 (d) show the terminal voltage estimation performance using the trained FFNN for batteries 06,
07, and 18, respectively. For the purpose of clear display, only the first 2000 samples have been
plotted in each subfigure. In Figure 2.5, x-axis represents the time and y-axis denotes the terminal
voltage, whereas the solid curve show the value of the actual battery terminal voltage and the curve
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with cross signs shows the estimates provided by the trained FFNN.

(a) Neural network model estimation for battery 05

(b) Neural network model estimation for battery 06
Figure 2.5: Voltage estimation performance of trained FFNN model on batteries 05, 06, 07 and
18.
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(c) Neural network model estimation for battery 07

(d) Neural network model estimation for battery 18
Figure 2.5: (continued)

To quantify the accuracy of the trained FFNN for the battery terminal voltage estimation, the
root mean squared (RMS) error and the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) are used as error
measures, defined respectively in the following equations as
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where N is the total number of sample points (44501 in this study),At is the true value of the battery
terminal voltage at time t, and Ft is the estimated battery voltage value obtained from the FFNN at
time t. The RMS and MAPE values for the battery terminal voltage estimation using the developed
FFNN for all the four batteries have been listed in Table 2.2.As shown in Table 2.2, the estimation
of the terminal voltage for battery 05 is the most accurate comparing with battery 06, 07 and 18,
as the FFNN is trained with the experimental data of the battery 05.It is noted that the parameters
of the trained FFNN model in this validation study have not been adaptively updated with more
experimental data points are available for batteries 06, 07 and 18. Although the four batteries have
been operated under the same charging and discharging rate, different conditions such as various
battery types, temperature can affect the preciseness of the trained FFNN model, which results in
different accuracy for the each test battery. One of the advantages of employing the FFNN for
battery terminal voltage estimation, compared with empirical battery models, is that the FFNN
model can be updated along with the battery operation process to more accurately represent the
true battery health condition, as will be demonstrated by the SoC and capacity estimation results
in the following subsection.
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Table 2.2: Error of Terminal Voltage Estimation by FFNN
Errors

Battery 05

Battery 06

Battery 07

Battery 18

RMS

0.0289

0.1034

0.1058

0.0871

MAPE

0.38%

2.75%

2.72%

1.99%

3.6.2.2 Online Updating Stage
As the FFNN model is well trained by a specific data set in the offline stage, the SCDS
approach is ready to estimate the battery SoC and SoH in the online stage where the FFNN model
is continuously updated with the online measurements. As aforementioned in the Section, the
FFNN model trained by battery 05 produces relatively large errors when being applied to the
batteries 06, 07, and 18. To ensure the FFNN model accurately captures the dynamic behavior of
these batteries, the SCDS approach actively adapts the weights of the FFNN model using the new
online data.
The learning (or model updating) curves of the FFNN model are shown in Fig. 2.6, where the
average voltage modeling error (or training error), measured as the mean squared sample-wise
error in Eq. (2.33), are plotted against the training time for each of the batteries 06, 07, and 18.
From the plots, it can be observed that the MSEs of the FFNN model on all the three batteries are
rapidly decreasing with the training time. These MSEs drop below the preset limit 0.01 within
4000 seconds (approximately one discharging cycle) after the training starts. The results
demonstrate that the FFNN model trained by battery 05 is intelligently updated with the new
measurement data collected from other batteries.
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(a) Learning curve of FFNN model for battery 06

(b) Learning curve of FFNN model for battery 07
Figure 2.6: Learning curves of FFNN model for batteries 06, 07 and 18
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(c) Learning curve of FFNN model for battery 18
Figure 2.6: (continued)

Due to the heuristic nature of the neural networks, accuracy of the designed neural network
model for battery terminal voltage estimation could be affected by different initial random weights
assigned before the training process. To show the robustness of employing the trained neural
network for battery terminal voltage estimation during the DEKF updating, the developed
approach was tested in a repeated manner for 500 times. Figures 2.7 (a), (b) and (c) show the RMS
error with the mean and 95% confidence interval bounds of 500 runs and the comparison with the
empirical model approach on battery 06, 07 and 18, respectively. The RMS error is calculated
based on the estimated voltage by developed approach or the empirical model and the true voltage
using Eq. (2.33). For the figures, it is clearly shown that the RMS error is gradually decreased
during the entire DEKF iterations for the proposed model-free approach compared with the
empirical model approach, mainly owe to the adaptively updating nature of the developed battery
neural network model in the DEKF execution iterations. In addition, the figures show the stability
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and robustness of the developed approach in SoC and capacity estimation. Even though the initial
RMS error of the empirical model is lower than the empirical model approach on battery 07 and
18, the quickly improved accuracy due to updated neural network model after few discharging
cycles leads to a better performance during the adaptively DEKF execution afterwards.

(a)

RMS comparison on battery 06

(b)

RMS comparison on battery 07

Figure 2.7: RMS between the estimated voltage and true voltage
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(c)

(d)

RMS comparison on battery 18
Figure 2.7: (continued)

2.6.3 Short-Term SoC and Capacity Estimation
This subsection presents the performance of short term SoC and capacity estimation using the
developed approach in one discharge cycle. The estimation of the SoC and the capacity at each
discharge cycle is carried out using the proposed model-free approach with the trained ANN as
discussed previously in Section 2.4. In order to test the convergence performance of the SoC and
capacity estimator, the initial SoC and capacity are set to 0.5 and 2Ah, respectively. Three different
discharge cycles (e.g. 1st, 50th, and 100th) of each battery are chosen to test the developed approach.
Figures 2.8 to 2.10 show the SoC and capacity estimation performance of the 1st, 50th and 100th
discharge cycles for battery 06, 07, and 18, respectively. In each figure, the SoC and capacity are
separately shown on the top and bottom subfigures respectively. In the top subfigures, the x-axis
represents time and the y-axis represents the SoC, whereas the solid curve shows the true SoC
values calculated by ampere-hour counting technique and the curves with circle and triangular
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marks show the estimated SoC by the empirical model approach and the developed model-free
approach, respectively. Similarly in the bottom subfigures, the x-axis represents time and the yaxis represents the capacity, whereas the solid curve shows the true value of capacity which keeps
as a constant in each discharge cycle, and the curves with circle and triangular marks show the
estimated capacity by the empirical model approach and the developed model-free approach,
respectively.
To obtain accurate estimations and a stable convergence performance in each discharge cycle
(short-term estimation), the parameters of the filters, which are the process noise covariance Prk
and Pwk and measurement noise covariance Pvk, should be tuned in order to achieve a proper
convergence rate. For the Kalman filtering technique, decreasing the measurement noise
covariance Pvk will urge the filter to respond to the measurements more quickly, but will also
increase the estimate variance simultaneously. In contrast, a larger measurement noise covariance
Pvk will force the filter to respond to the measurements slower, and thus reduce the estimation
variance. As the SoC and capacity estimators will be employed in each discharge cycle for the SoC
and capacity estimation and treated as short-term estimators, the value of Pvk should be tuned to
be small enough by experimental trials so that the SoC and capacity estimation could quickly
converge to the true values within one discharge cycle. In the meanwhile, a small Pvk makes the
filter more susceptible to the measurement noise than a large Pvk. This conclusion also explains
the fact that the errors increase largely at the beginning of the capacity estimation.
From the figures, two important observations can be summarized. First, the convergence rate
of SoC estimation is much higher than the convergence rate of capacity estimation. The capacity
is a slowly time-varying model parameter estimated from EKFθ, which has a lower convergence
rate than EKFx. Thus, in the same time scale, the SoC estimation, which is estimated from EKFx
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in DEKF, always has a higher convergence rate than the capacity estimation. Secondly, before the
convergence, the capacity estimator produces a large error comparing with the true value. The
error is existing because the incorrect initial SoC and capacity settings (initial SoC = 0.5 and initial
capacity = 2 Ah) can enlarge the estimation error at the beginning of the filtering, and a small
measurement noise covariance Pvk applying for the short-term estimation could also make the
filters susceptible to the measurement noise, which also contributes to the initial error in the
capacity estimation.

(a)

The 1st discharge cycle of battery 06

Figure 2.8: SoC and capacity estimation for different discharge cycles of battery 06
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(b) The 50th discharge cycle of battery 06

(c) The 100th discharge cycle of battery 06
Figure 2.8: (continued)
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(a) The 1st discharge cycle of battery 07

(b) The 50th discharge cycle of battery 07
Figure 2.9: SoC and capacity estimation for different discharge cycles of battery 07
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(c) The 100th discharge cycle of battery 07
Figure 2.9: (continued)

(a) The 1st discharge cycle of battery 18
Figure 2.10: SoC and capacity estimation for different discharge cycles of battery 18
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(b) The 50th discharge cycle of battery 18

(c) The 100th discharge cycle of battery 18
Figure 2.10: (continued)

The comparison results between an empirical equivalent-circuit model approach and the
proposed model are also illustrated from Figures 2.8 to 2.10 as well as quantitatively shown in
Table 2.3.For the comparison purpose, the data from battery 05, which has been used for training
the ANN model in the proposed approach, is chosen to solve the parameter βas shown in Eq. (B.3),
and the data sets from remaining three batteries are then used as testing battery. It is clearly shown
in the figures that due to the accurate curve fitting of the trained NN model with battery 06, 07,
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and 18, the RMS errors of the SoC estimated by the proposed model are much less than the ones
estimated by the empirical model. In addition, after the batteries aging from the 1st cycle to 100th
cycle, it is obviously observed that the RMS of proposed approach is almost unchanged while the
RMS of empirical model is increasing over time, mainly because of the battery aging effect. The
input capacity in the developed NN model can provide sufficient information for the stability of
SoC estimation when the batteries aged. In the other hand, the lack of the knowledge of capacity
in the empirical model approach results in an increasing error for the SoC estimation in the aged
cycles. Furthermore, the performance of the capacity convergence by the proposed approach is
much better than the empirical model approach, since the knowledge of capacity fade cannot be
captured by the empirical model.

Table 2.3: RMS Comparison Results of SoC Estimation
Approach

Battery06
1st

Battery07

Battery18

50th

100th

1st

50th

100th

1st

50th

100th

Proposed 0.060

0.051

0.052

0.049

0.051

0.056

0.053

0.057

0.065

Empirical
0.042
Model

0.179

0.237

0.094

0.065

0.103

0.053

0.122

0.149

Some observations are summarized under the analysis of the experimental case study results.
It is clear that the SoC estimation by the empirical model based DEKF substantially relies on the
accuracy of the empirical battery terminal voltage model. However, the data fitting methods to fix
the model parameters are not suited for various types of batteries or running under different
conditions. To satisfy various kinds of conditions, the accuracy of the empirical model is
depending on correctly measuring model parameters, including open-circuit voltage (OCV) and
maximum practical capacity. As we mentioned before, the experiment of accurate parameters
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measurement could be very expensive and inefficient. However, the developed data-driven
approach could overcome suffering from the insufficient information of data to estimating the
desirable outputs. Since the neural network model only relates the existing inputs to fit the outputs,
it will largely avoid the dependency on physical or electrical properties and the system parameters.
On the other hand, the empirical equivalent-circuit model is not able to estimate the practical
maximum capacity, since the capacity doesn’t involve the model. The Eq. (A.2) indicates that
capacity is not considered as a factor for the function of battery terminal voltage, which means the
DEKF technique cannot track the practical maximum capacity by using Eq. (A.5). The proposed
approach could perfect the deficiency of the empirical model, because the developed neural
network analyzes the relationship between the inputs and the output by digging the data. As the
results we showed, the developed approach can track the practical maximum capacity in short
terms fast and in the long term accurately according to the accuracy of the designed neural network.
Theoretically, if the history training data contains a variety of operating conditions such as
overcharging or high temperature, the proposed approach could also capture effects of key
parameters to battery system dynamics. Since neural networks construct and study systems only
by learning historical data, the proposed approach is more robustness to estimate the states of
battery for different operating conditions than empirical models. As the developed approach
employing an FFNN model that can adapt with battery data and information at the battery
operation stage, theoretically, except the physical meaning of the inputs and outputs of the FFNN
model considering a battery, there is no additional training data or other prior knowledge required
at the beginning. However, with a non-trained FFNN, it may take certain amount of chargingdischarging cycles so that the FFNN model can converge. Thus, to improve the convergence
performance of FFNN, it is suggested that the FFNN be trained with some amount of preliminary
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information characterizing the target battery.
At last, the empirical model doesn’t provide the capability to estimate the long-term capacity
since capacity is not an input for the empirical model. Long-term capacity estimation is a practical
and useful scenario for predicting the battery remaining useful life (RUL). It is noted that a large
measurement noise covariance has been chosen to tune the filters to obtain a stable capacity
convergence results. In addition, as the main purpose of this study is to demonstrate that the
proposed approach employing an FFNN model replacing an empirical model will provide better
results for battery SoC and SoH estimations. Thus, the number of nodes and neurons of input and
output layers have been determined arbitrarily by the authors based on the application and
experimental trials. Note that the FFNN structure could place a big influence on the final results,
as too many hidden nodes could cause the problem of over-fitting while too few hidden nodes
could make an FFNN model lack of the ability of fitting the target function. It would be very
interesting to further explore this interesting topic in the future research.

2.6.4 Long-Term SoC and SoH Estimation
While the SCDS approach is updating the FFNN model, the hidden states of the battery system,
SoC and SoH, are also being estimated during each updating step. As shown in Eq. (2.32) in
Section 2.4, the SoC is represented by the fast time-varying state x, and the maximum capacity,
which is related to SoH, is represented by the first element of the vector of the slowly time-varying
model parameters θ. As described in Section 2, the DEKF algorithm estimates SoC and the
maximum capacity using Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6), respectively.
Figure 6 shows the SoC estimation results for batteries 06, 07, and 08 by the SCDS approach.
For the ease of visualization, only the first 2000 samples are plotted in the figures. It can be
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observed from these figures that the SoC estimation in the second and subsequent discharge cycles
is much more accurate than that in the first cycle. This accuracy difference can be attributed to the
fact that, since most of the FFNN model improvement occurs in the first cycle, the FFNN model
in the first discharge cycle is much less predictive than that in the subsequent cycles. As mentioned
in Section, it took roughly 4000 seconds for the SCDS approach to achieve most of the model
updating, which appears to be consistent with the results shown in Fig. 2.11.

(a) SoC estimation on battery 06
Figure 2.11: SoC estimation by the SCDS approach on batteries 06, 07 and 18
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(b) SoC estimation on battery 07

(c) SoC estimation on battery 18
Figure 2.11: (continued)

SoH is calculated by dividing the maximum capacity by the rated capacity (i.e. 2Ah in this
case). To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, this case study employs a
different SoH estimation scheme, referred as the non-self-cognizant approach, where the weights
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of the FFNN model are not updated in the online stage. To test the performance of the non-selfcognizant approach and the SCDS approach, we intentionally used an incorrect initial SoH, 100%,
which is higher than the true SoH.
The SoH estimation results for batteries 06, 07, and 08 by both approaches are graphically
shown in Fig. 2.12. As shown in Fig. 2.12(a), the SCDS approach performs slightly better than the
non-self-cognizant approach. In Fig. 2.12(b), the SoH estimates by the non-self-cognizant
approach on battery 07 completely diverge from the true SoH values, while the ones by the SCDS
approach exhibit good convergence to the true SoH values and accurate tracking of the SoH fade
trend throughout the experiment. The divergence behavior of the non-self-cognizant approach on
battery 07 can be attributed to the low accuracy of the FFNN model which, unlike in the SCDS
approach, cannot be improved in the online stage. In Fig. 2.12(c), because of the poor performance
of the trained FFNN model on battery 08, both approaches require a number of cycles to be able
to track the SoH fade trend. Though both approaches produced converged SoH estimation, the
SCDS approach gives a faster convergence rate than the non-self-cognizant approach. Table 2.4
summarizes the MSEs in SoH estimation for batteries 06, 07 and 18 by both approaches.
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(a) SoH estimation on battery 06

(b) SoH estimation on battery 07
Figure 2.12: SoH estimation on batteries 06, 07 and 18
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(c) SoC estimation on battery 18
Figure 2.12: (continued)

Table 2.4: Comparison of SoH estimation errors between non-self-cognizant approach and SCDS
approach
MSE (×10-4) without model updating

MSE (×10-4) with model updating

(non-self-cognizant approach)

(SCDS approach)

Battery 06

2.36

1.14

Battery 07

32.20

1.14

Battery 08

9.12

3.35

Battery number

Based on the above observations, two important conclusions can be made. First, the SCDS
approach provides better accuracy in tracking the hidden system states than the non-self-cognizant
approach. Even if the FFNN model is built upon an inaccurate set of initial weights in the offline
stage, the SCDS approach is capable of adapting the model to the true dynamic system behavior
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in the online stage. Second, the use of the DEKF algorithm in the SCDS approach enables attractive
efficiency that makes the approach suitable for onboard estimation devices.
The developed SCDS approach includes the FFNN module, the DEKF module, and the
integration of the FFNN and DEKF. As both DEKF and FFNN have been modularized well in the
literature, the only implementation complexity of the proposed approach would be incorporating
the weights gradients of the FFNN into the recursive computation of DEKF for the updating
purpose. In addition, ten hidden nodes have been chosen based on the experimental trials for the
FFNN model in this study, as it provides a relatively good balance between the accuracy and
efficiency for the proposed SCDS approach. Since the main purpose of this dissertation is to
propose a new SCDS approach to solve dynamic system PHM problems, the study of the FFNN
structure and how it would affect the SCDS performance has been omitted. It would be also very
interesting to explore the structure of FFNNs and further improve the performance of the
developed SCDS approach from the FFNN perspective.

2.7

Conclusion
In this chapter, we propose a SCDS approach that embeds a FFNN model into a DEKF

algorithm. Designed to address practical challenges in PHM of a dynamic system, the SCDS
approach is able to not only adapt the dynamic system model intelligently to better emulate the
system behavior as the system evolves, but also estimate the immeasurable states of the system
based on its measureable states. The proposed approach improves the efficiency and accuracy of
a purely data-driven approach as well as eliminates the need to build a physics-based model for
online estimation. A case study on Li-ion battery is used to verify the effectiveness of the proposed
approach in SoC and SoH estimation. The developed SCDS approach possesses three merits
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compared to existing SoC and capacity estimation techniques such as empirical model based
approaches. First, it is data-driven and not restricted to any specific battery model, thus could be
used for a wide variety of rechargeable batteries. Second, it employs battery operating data for the
training and updating of the neural network model, thus can avoid modeling a complex battery
system by analyzing inaccessible internal structures under different external conditions. Third, it
can accurately capture the capacity fade and estimate battery in a long-term, owing to the neural
network model that can be updated adaptively for approximating the battery terminal voltage under
different battery aging conditions. The results of the case study suggest that the SCDS approach
offers an accurate, efficient, and robust solution to tackle the task of health monitoring and failure
prognostics for a Li-ion battery system.
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CHAPTER 3
A GENERALIZED SELF-COGNIZANT DYNAMIC SYSTEM APPROACH
FOR PROGNOSTICS AND HEALTH MANAGEMENT
3.1

Abstract
Prognostics and health management is an emerging engineering technology that has been

applied to a large variety of engineering systems to improve system’s reliability. However, existing
prognostics approaches have been developed largely based upon specific applications and system
models, thus possess limited general applicability. This paper presents a generic data-driven
prognostics method, namely an adaptive self-cognizant dynamic system (ASDS) approach, that
integrates adaptive system recognition with a general state space based dynamic system model for
remaining useful life prediction. The developed approach formulates a statistical learning
framework with three core attributes: (i) a state-space based dynamic system approach for system
performance modeling in general, (ii) a data-driven method to learn time-series degradation
performance of an engineering system, and (iii) a Bayesian technique for self-updating of datadriven models to adapt the operational or environmental changes. With the developed ASDS
approach, the prognostics technique can eliminate the dependence to system specific model and
be adaptive to system performance changes due to degradation or variation of system operational
conditions, thereby yielding accurate remaining useful life predictions. The developed
methodology is applied to two engineering case studies to demonstrate its effectiveness.
Index Terms: : Prognostics and health management (PHM); Self-cognizant dynamic system
(SCDS) approach; Remaining useful life (RUL); Data-driven prognostics; Particle filter (PF);
Nonlinear autoregressive model with exogenous input neural network (NARX NN); Reliability
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3.2

Introduction
Prognostics and health management (PHM) is an emerging engineering discipline that

diagnoses the performance degradation of a system through its operational performance data
thereby predicting the remaining useful life (RUL) of the system [1] - [10]. PHM can significantly
enhance the reliability, availability, and predictability of the system by providing the early
awareness of potential system failures, thus enabling optimized planning of failure mitigation and
recovery activities. The RUL of a system can be predicted based upon the information of past
usages, current health states, and future operating conditions projected. Accurate and robust RUL
prediction is of vital importance since it enables awareness of the degradation status of a system
and its critical components, thereby scheduling of maintenance or replacement activities can be
optimally planned. Employing the PHM technology, the reliability and availability of a system can
be tremendously improved by preventing system unexpected failures and reducing system
downtimes.
PHM methodology in general can be categorized into two major classes, namely model-based
approaches and data-driven approaches. With a good understanding of system inherent physics
and degradation mechanisms, model-based approaches can be developed to diagnose system
failures and predict the RUL of the system. Qiu et al. [11] proposed a stiffness-based model for
prognostics of bearing systems based on vibration signals and damage mechanics. Qi et al. [12]
developed a model-based approach that estimates fatigue life of solder joints. Saha et al. [13]
developed a model-based approach that predicts the RUL of lithium-ion batteries based on a
Bayesian framework. Kalgren et al. [14] applied the model-based PHM to a microprocessor system
in avionics. Given an accurate system model, a model-based PHM approach can predict the RUL
of system accurately. However, since practically an engineering system usually has a hierarchical
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structure that consists of several subsystems, a full model that describes all potential subsystem
failures and their interactions in a complex and highly integrated system is very challenging, or
even impossible. In order to develop more general and practically applicable PHM techniques,
data-driven approaches that employ data-driven models based on collected measurements from
system inputs and outputs have been widely studied by researchers. An artificial neural network
(ANN), as a widely used data-driven method, has been applied to system prognostics [15]. Liu et
al. [16] developed a prognostic approach for state of health estimation of lithium-ion batteries
using Gaussian process regression. Benkedjouh et al. [17] developed the RUL estimation based on
nonlinear feature reduction and support vector regression. Wang et al. [18] summarized a generic
framework for structural health prognostics using relevance vector machine. Xi et al. [19] proposed
a new data-driven prognostics approach based on a copula-based sampling method. These datadriven approaches build black-box models that reveal the mapping relationship between system
inputs and the RUL of systems based on training data. In several cases, however, when a system
experiment for training data is expensive or time consuming, the training data cannot be collected
completely to reflect the functional relationship between system inputs and response. The accuracy
of a data-driven model that is trained by training data could be largely affected by the
environmental parameters, operational factors, system inherent uncertainty, and measurement
noise. One solution to this issue is that the training data set is complemented by new coming
observations. However, training activity for a data-driven method is usually time-consuming. With
a larger and larger training data set, the training process becomes unbearably low efficient to
implement. Besides, since the new coming measurements only take a small portion of the whole
training set, the influence of the new data is generally ignorable until enough new data are collected.
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In this paper, an adaptive self-cognizant dynamic system (ASDS) approach for system
prognostics is developed to tackle the above issues. The developed approach formulates a
statistical learning based prognostic framework with three core attributes: (i) a state-space based
dynamic system approach for system performance modeling in general, (ii) a data-driven method
to learn time-series degradation performance of an engineering system. A data-driven model that
is trained by the system experimental data can ensure the generality of a PHM approach, which
avoids spending tremendous efforts to model a complex or integrated system; and (iii) a Bayesian
technique for self-updating of data-driven models to adapt the operational or environmental
changes. Instead of incorporating new observed data into the entire training data set, a Bayesian
technique only employs the new observations to update the previous model parameters, which not
only resolves the low efficiency issue of data-driven approaches, but also enlarges the influence
of the new observations to the pre-trained system model.
The idea of the ASDS approach originates from the self-cognizant dynamic system (SCDS)
approach, which is established in [24]. The SCDS approach was first developed to assess current
health states of a complex engineering system that is difficult to construct a model. However, the
SCDS approach is not applicable for a general prognostic problem due to some technical issues.
The ASDS approach is proposed to provide a generalized PHM framework for RUL prediction of
an engineering system.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 3.3 elaborates the ASDS approach in
three subsections: subsection 3.3.1 presents a state-space representation for dynamic systems;
subsection 3.3.2 presents the structure of the ASDS approach; subsection 3.3.3 introduces a
nonlinear autoregressive model with exogenous inputs neural network (NARX NN) and a particle
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filter (PF) which are used in the developed ASDS approach and presents the implementation of
the ASDS that integrates a NARX NN into a PF. Section 3.4 demonstrates the developed approach
with two case studies including an electric cooling fan system and 2008 IEEE PHM challenge
problem. Section 3.5 concludes the paper and proposes the future works.
3.3

Self-cognizant Dynamic System Approach
This section introduces the proposed ASDS approach. Section 3.3.1 presents a state-space

model representation of dynamic systems; section 3.3.2 introduces the structure of a self-cognizant
dynamic system; section 3.3.3 studies implementation of the proposed approach by using two
methods, namely the nonlinear autoregressive model with exogenous input neural network (NARX
NN) and the particle filter (PF) under a state-space framework.

3.3.1 Virtual Health Index Determination
The basic task of system prognostics is to predict the remaining useful life (RUL) that requires
an explicit definition of health index of a system. Some systems have monitored signals that
explicitly reflect their current health states (e.g. crack length to a concrete structure), but some
ones require the extraction of the health index from their raw signals that incorporate hidden
degradation information (e.g. vibration signals to bearing systems). To distinguish them, two
concepts of health index, namely physics health index (PHI) and virtual health index (VHI), are
used as a generic health index system in this paper.
The PHI that uses a physical signal with significant healthy features is applicable when the
sensory signal is system physical failure related and shows an explicit trend of system degradation.
In the current PHM research, a great amount of engineering systems or products for prognostics
rely on various PHIs, such as battery capacity [20], the crack length of material [21], the magnitude
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of vibration signals [22], and so on. As the examples mentioned above, if sensory signals are
directly related to system degradation and physics-of-failure, using PHIs is appropriate and even
the best solution for indicating health conditions of engineering system units. However, the
application of PHIs is limited when exacting health index from sensory signals is impossible with
the growing complexity of engineering systems. Under these circumstances, the VHI is an
applicable solution to the case that no dominant health information exists in measurable signals 0.
A linear data transformation method is employed to convert sensory signals that have no obvious
prognostic feature to a VHI. Note that the sensory signals could be one or multi dimensions, while
the converted VHI is only one dimension.
To implement a VHI system, a multi-dimensional sensory data set is divided into two matrices
that represent the system healthy states Q0 matrix and failure states Q1 matrix, respectively.
Generally, the system health states are defined as the sensory data collected from the beginning of
the system run-to-failure test, while the failure states are defined as signals collected when the
system performance beyond the failure threshold. Given a healthy states matrix Q0 and failure
states matrix Q1 from a training data set that is collected in a system run-to-failure test, a
transformation matrix T can be calculated as follows:

T=(QTQ)-1QTSoff
where

Q  [Q0 ; Q1 ],
and S off  [S 0 , S1 ]T

(3-1)

(3-2)

In Eq. (3-1), Q0 is a M0 × D matrix, Q1 is a M1 × D matrix, S0 is a 1 × M0 zero vector, and S1 is a
1 × M1 unity vector, where M0 and M1 are the data sizes of system healthy and failure states,
respectively, and D is the dimension of each data set. After obtaining the transformation matrix T,
a VHI vector H can be normalized from sensory signals from either the offline training or online
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prediction process, which is expressed as follows:

Hoff  Qoff  T,
or Hon  Qon  T

(3-3)

where the Qon and Qoff represent multi-dimensional signals from the online and offline processes,
respectively. The calculation of a VHI could fuse the multi-dimensional sensory information into
one unified measure that characterizes system health conditions.

3.3.2 State-Space Model Representation of Dynamic Systems
At the beginning of the discussion, we introduce a nonlinear discrete-time state-space model
to represent system dynamic behaviors over the course of time. A general nonlinear state-space
model considered in this work is defined as follows:

Transition:

x k  F  x k 1 , u k 1   w k

Measurement: z k  G  x k , u k   v k

(3-4)

where k is the discrete time step, x is the vector of system states, z is the vector of system
observations (or measurements), u is the vector of measureable exogenous inputs, w and v are
noises with w being the vectors of process noises for system states and model parameters, and v
being the vector of system measurement noise, F(•,•) is the state transition function, and G(•,•) is
the system measurement function. Note that the vector of system states x not only includes system
dynamic states that possess system health information, but also includes system hidden states that
are parameters of the system health model. Given observations vector z, system states x could be
adaptively updated to correct model parameters and track system true states by using Bayesianbased approaches (i.e., Kalman filters, particle filters).
In this paper, we aim at building a self-cognizant dynamic system that can not only track system
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health states, but also adapt the system health model using collected observations. Since physicsbased models are limited to its complexity of several applications, a surrogate model Fsurrogate,
namely a data-driven model, is built to capture the performance of system degradation in terms of
time. Note that system health states can be directly obtained from measurements. The state-space
model in Eq. (3-4) can then be rewritten as

 H k  Fsurrogate  H k 1 , uk 1 , θk 1  
  wk
θ   
θ
k
  
k 1

Measurement: zk  G( H k )  vk

Transition:

(3-5)

where Fsurrogate indicates the constructed surrogate system health model, x is the vector of outputs
and time delay outputs, u represents the input time delayed vector, is the weights vector of the
surrogate model, z is the vector of system health measurements, and w and v are the system noise
and measurement noise, respectively. With the transition function of Eq. (3-5), the system dynamic
states xk are calculated from the surrogate model with inputs uk-1 and time delay outputs xk-1, while
parameters of surrogate model are updated simultaneously. Given the measurement function,
measurement vector z is used to update the calculated system dynamic states x by using Bayesianbased approaches (particle filters in this paper). The detailed structure and implementation of selfcognizant dynamic system approach are presented in following subsections.

3.3.3 Structure of Self-Cognizant Dynamic System
The Adaptive Self-Cognizant Dynamic System (ASDS) approach has first been developed in
[14]. The ASDS approach is designed to evaluate health states of lithium-ion batteries in the first
place by using a pure data-driven method. To model a complex physical system, a set of partial
differential equations (PDEs) based on electrochemical fundamental have to be solved using finite
element method (FED), which requires tremendous computational efforts. Such huge
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computational time and cost, however, is not practical when complex system models are applied
in industrial products. On the other hand, modeling the remaining useful life (RUL) of a system
largely relies on mutable environmental parameters and various operational conditions. Under
different conditions, physical system models could be totally different. For example, a cooling
fan’s malfunction can cause a computer’s central processing unit (CPU) to be shut down or even
burnt out in few seconds, and the change of external temperature could significantly affect the
performance of the CPU. An efficient and adaptive PHM approach is necessary to monitor system
current states in a short time and predict the RUL adaptively according to the change of external
parameters. In order to address these challenges, an adaptive self-cognizant dynamic system
(ASDS) approach is developed in this chapter.
As aforementioned in the introduction, a general PHM approach is practically required for a
large variety of mechanical and electrical systems. Most PHM approaches can only be applied to
one or some specific systems. However, the ASDS approach provides a solution for a general PHM
problem with the following two aspects. First, for actual industrial products, the objective of
prognostics is usually to predict the future life of a high level system (the whole engineered product
such as a lithium-ion battery or an engine). Since giving a precise model for a high level system is
difficult or even not implementable, data-driven method can effectively solve this issue. Without
any knowledge of the system, a data-driven method can still construct a surrogate model with
acceptable accuracy using training data. Second, the ASDS approach employs a Bayesian method
to update the trained data-driven model, which could make the model self-cognize the
environmental or operational changes from observation data.
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Figure 3.1: The schematic diagram of a self-cognizant dynamic system

The structure of ASDS approach for prognostics is depicted in Figure 3.1, in which it consists
of an offline stage and an online stage. In the offline stage, an engineering system is tested under
various conditions to collect system response. These conditions include environmental and
operational parameters that are used as inputs of the system. The system health index is then
extracted from the system response. By utilizing the inputs and output of the system as training
data, a data-driven model is constructed by selecting proper algorithms. When the engineering
system is operating in the real circumstance, the well-trained data-driven model will estimate the
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simulated system health index from the actual system inputs. The deviation between real system
health index and the model estimation is used in the Bayesian approach to update the data-driven
model. Given more system real health index, the constructed data-driven model will be more
accurate. The probability distribution of remaining useful life could be calculated by using Monte
Carlo simulation from the latest updated model. Overall speaking, the Bayesian approach
intelligently adapts the system data-driven model and integrates the adapted model with the
sensory measurements to infer and adjust the RUL prediction.
In this chapter, a nonlinear auto-regressive exogenous neural network (NARX NN) and a
particle filter are used as the system data-driven model and Bayesian approach, respectively. The
following subsections will detail the two algorithms and the implementation of the ASDS
approach.

3.3.4 Implementation of Self-Cognizant Dynamic System
This study attempts the implementation of a self-cognizant dynamic system by using the
NARX NN as the intelligent system modeler and the PF as the estimator. Sections 3.3.4.1 describes
the discrete-time state-space model of a dynamic system. Sections and briefly explains the
fundamentals of the NARX NN and those of the PF, respectively. Section 0 presents a
mathematical framework to integrate the two techniques.
3.3.4.1 Nonlinear Autoregressive Model with eXogenous Input Neural Network (NARX NN)
In this chapter, the Nonlinear AutoRegressive model with eXogenous input Neural Network
(NARX NN) is selected as the best option for the data-driven modeler. NARX NN model was first
developed for control of nonlinear systems and prediction of time-series signals [15]. As a member
of the family of artificial neural networks (ANNs), NARX NN has some common advantages such
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as ability to model a “black box” system, capability to map complex nonlinear relationship
between system inputs and outputs, availability to employ a large variety of training algorithm,
and so on. Compared to other ANNs algorithms, NARX NN is especially expert in model a system
that generates time-series response. Thus, the NARX NN is selected as the best candidate
algorithm to predict the system RUL, which is a typical discrete time-series signal.
A typical NARX NN model equation can be expressed as
yk  NN [uk , uk 1 ,

, uk d , yk 1 ,
u

, yk d , W ]
y

(3-1)

where uk represents the input of the network at sampling time point k, yk represents the output at
sampling time point k, du and dy represent the input and output time delay order, W is the vector of
weights of a network, and NN is a nonlinear mapping from inputs and past outputs to the current
output. The function NN has the similar function form with a multilayer perceptron (MLP), which
can be found in 0.
Figure 3.2 depicts the structure of a typical NARX NN. In a similar way to construct a feedforward neural network [14], a NARX NN has three layers including an input layer, a hidden layer,
and an output layer. Each layer consists of a set of neurons which are linked with each other by
different weights. In the input layer, there are two parts of input nodes. One part of input nodes are
the external system inputs and their self-delayed signals, while the other ones are the feedbacks
from the output and their delayed signals. Given values of system inputs, an activation function
such as linear function, sigmoid function, and Gaussian function is employed in the hidden nodes
and output nodes to calculate the system response.
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Figure 3.2: The structure of a NARX Neural Network

In this paper, prognostics for a system require accurate description about the relationship
between system health index and time, which is a typical time-series signal. Due to the NARX
NN’s preference of processing time-series signals, a network model with the zero input order (i.e.,
only one input node) and a one dimensional output is constructed. Consequently, the specific
NARX NN model equation for prognostics in this paper is summarized as follows:
N

dy

h 1

j 1

yk   output ( wob   who hidden ( whb  wihuk   w jh yk  j ))

(3-2)

where wob and whb are bias values of the output node and hidden nodes, respectively, who are
weights of connections between hidden nodes and the output node, wih is the weight of the
connection between the one input node and hidden nodes, wjh are weights of connections between
delayed output nodes and hidden nodes, N is the number of hidden nodes, j is the delayed order of
the network output, and hidden and output are the activation functions for hidden nodes and the
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output node, respectively. Note that the vector W from Eq. (6) can be represented as W = [wob whb
who wih wjh]T. The activation function used in hidden nodes is a sigmoid function, which is defined
as follows:
   

1
1 e



(3-3)

where ξ is the slope of the sigmoid function. The activation function used in the output node
is a linear function.

3.3.4.2 Particle Filter (PF)
Bayesian inference is a statistical method that estimates and updates the probability density
function (PDF) of unknown model parameters by using system observations [16]. Based on
Bayesian techniques, several algorithms including the Kalman filter (KF) and the particle filter
(PF) are the powerful tools that can solve dynamic state-space problems. The Kalman filter obtains
a general analytic solution for PDFs of system states in a linear system with Gaussian white noise.
For a nonlinear system or non-Gaussian noise, however, KF cannot obtain general analytic solution
for PDFs of system states. The extended Kalman filter (EKF) provides a solution to a state
estimation problem by simplifying a nonlinear system to a linear system under the assumption that
all noise are approximately Gaussian distribution. In the PF approach, a set of particles is generated
to approximate the PDFs of system states with a set of associated weights. Given new system
measurements, the weights will be updated by employing the Bayesian inference and the particles
will be resampled based on the new estimated PDF. Thus, PF is also known as a sequential Monte
Carlo (SMC) method that implements Monte Carlo simulation in a recursive routine. The typical
process of a PF is based on state-space equations that include a state transition function f and a
measurement function h. The state-space equations are expressed as follows:
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Transition:

xk  F  xk 1   w k

Measurement: z k  G  xk   v k

(3-9)

where k is the time index, x represents the system states vector, u represents the system inputs
vector, z denotes the system outputs vector, and w and v indicate system noise and measurement
noise vectors, respectively.
In a PF, a commonly used sampling method is the sampling importance resampling (SIR) that
approximates the filtering distribution p(xk|z0:k) by a set of P weighted particles {(w(i)k , x(i)k ) : i =
1, . . . , P}. The importance weights w(i)k are approximations to the relative posterior probabilities
of the particles such that



P

f ( xk ) p( xk z0:k ) dxk   wk(i ) f ( xk( i ) )

P

i 1

w
The weight update is given by

i 1

(i )
k

(3-10)

1

p( zk xk ) p( xk xk 1 )
(3-11)
 ( xk x0:k 1 , z1:k )
where the importance distribution π(xk|x0:k−1, z0:k) is approximated as p(xk|xk−1). Due to the
wk(i )  wk(i)1

degeneracy issue of the PF algorithm 0, appropriate resampling method is used to avoid the
situation in which several importance weights are close to zero and have no contribution to
generate posterior PDFs. The effective number of particles that meet Peff < Pthreshold will trigger the
resampling step, where Peff is computed as the inverse of the sum of squared normalized particle
weights given in (3-11). When resampling is performed, P particles are drawing from the current
set with probabilities proportional to their weights, and then the current set is replaced with the
new one with assignment of the same weight 1/P to all.
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3.3.4.3 Integration of PF with NARX NN
The NARX NN is a data-driven approach to describe a complex system time-series
performance and build a system model between different variables. Given a set of time-series data
(e.g. system health condition), an NARX NN model could intelligently construct a pure datadriven structure to indicate the relations between all of the variables. As aforementioned, though
an NARX NN model could approximate a system response with certain nodes and weights based
on historical data, those nodes and weights, the main internal contents of a well-trained NARX
NN, are not able to adjust themselves with new measured data. With the changes of external
conditions and evolution of a dynamic system, the implicit relations within system internal states
and external conditions could not be captured by the well-trained NARX NN based on historical
data. To solve this problem, a PF is employed to update the weights and nodes inside an NARX
NN model with new coming data. In this study, the output and weights of a NARX NN are
employed to learn the system function of the state-space model in Eq. (3.6), while the output of
the NARX NN is also the measurement function. The state-space model in Eq. (3.6) can then be
rewritten as
 H k   NN [uk , H k 1 , , H k  d , Wk 1 ]
  wk
W   
Wk 1
 k 

Measurement: zk  G ( H k )  vk

Transition:

y

(3-12)

where NN indicates the constructed NARX NN model, x is the output and time delay outputs of
NARX NN, u represents the input time delayed vector, is the weights vector of the NARX NN
model, z is the system health measurement, and w, r, and v are the system noise and measurement
noise, respectively.
It can be observed that the ASDS approach consists of two algorithms, namely an NARX NN
method and a PF method. The NARX NN model is responsible for offline system modeling that
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captures the degradation performance of an engineering system with the pre-collected training
data. When the system is operating in real time, uncertainties existed in inherent system or external
environment could cause a large difference of the degradation performance. The PF technique is
then to estimate system health states and evolve the NARX NN model by updating weights of the
network.

3.3.4.4 Application of the ASDS Approach to RUL Prediction
In this subsection, the remaining useful life (RUL) for a general prognostic problem is
predicted by applying the proposed ASDS approach. In order to explicitly illustrate the procedures
of the RUL prediction, a general PHM problem of an engineering system is given, in which a time
series health state has been extracted using PHI or VHI. In this case, the series of observed system
health states z are collected from time index 1 to k. Here a certain failure threshold Hfail has been
defined to distinguish health and failure states of this system. The procedure of RUL prediction is
briefly presented below:
Step 1: The weights W of NARX NN are updated by PF method with observed system health
states z from the time index 1 to k.
Step 2: Pick one particle of weights Wk(i=I), where I is the particle index from 1 to P.
Step 3: Calculate the health state for the next time point k+1 by using the following equation:
H k( i1I )  NN [uk 1 , H k ,

, H k  d 1 , Wk( i  I ) ]
y

(3-13)

Step 4: Repeat step 3 until Hk+l(i=I) > Hfail, and record the RUL Lk(i=I) = l for the particle I, where
l is the increased time index from k until the system fails.
Step 5: Go back to step 2 and pick other particles to calculate RULs.
Step 6: Calculate the RUL distribution based on these particles, which is expressed as
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p( Lk z1:k ) 

1 P
 (Lk  L(ki ) )
P i 1

(3-14)

where p(Lk|z1:k) is the RUL distribution given observations from the time index 1 to k, is the
Dirac delta function.
The RUL distribution approximation can be completed by executing these steps. Overall
speaking, the RUL prediction employs the PF technique to adaptively calibrate weights W of the
pre-trained NARX NN model, and then projects health states to a certain end-of-service (EOS)
condition with the latest calibrated weights for determination of the RUL distribution.

3.3.4.5 Overall Procedure
The overall procedure of the ASDS approach for RUL prediction is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. This
approach basically consists of two modules: the offline module which employs a NARX NN
method (presented in Section 2.4.1), the online module which utilizes a PF to adjust weights of the
constructed NARX NN (presented in Section 2.4.2 and 2.4.3), and uses each particle of latest
adjusted weights to project the RUL on a certain EOS threshold (presented in Section 2.4.4).
At the beginning of the offline module, a set of training data is prepared, in which health
information is collected from an engineering system run-to-failure test. Then, a NARX NN model
is built to capture the time series trend of health states of the testing system. The training data set
is used to train the constructed NARX NN model to a certain level of accuracy. In the online
module, health states of a testing system are extracted and used to update weights of the NARX
NN model by a PF. With the latest weights of NN, the RUL can be predicted by projecting each
particle of health states to the EOS threshold.
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Extract health states
from a given
engineering system

Online module

Figure 3.3 A flowchart of the proposed ASDS approach for system RUL prediction

3.4

Case study
In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed ASDS approach by applying

it to two case studies, namely an electric cooling fan system prognostics in section 3.4.1 and 2008
IEEE PHM challenge problem in section 3.4.2.
3.4.1 Prognostics of an Electric Cooling Fan System
In many electronic systems (e.g. CPU) that require a thermal solution to dissipate redundant
heat, cooling fans are one of the most critical parts that could cause a failure to the entire system.
This study intends to demonstrate proposed methodology by using data of 32 run-to-failure
electronic cooling fans. In this experiment, temperature and vibration signals were measured from
thermos couples and accelerometers. Considering the expensive time cost of normally running
cooling fan systems to failure, an accelerated life testing was designed by dropping a small amount
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of tiny metal particles into ball bearings and setting an unbalanced weight on one of seven fan
blades. As shown in Fig 3.4 (a), a cooling fan was tested on a fixture with 4 screws at each corner.
In Fig 3.4 (b), an unbalanced weight was installed on one blade of seven to accelerate the run-tofailure process. Sensors that are an accelerometer, a voltage measurement, and a thermocouple
were installed at different parts of the fan, as shown in Fig. 3.4. With 12V regulated power supply
to the cooling fan and sensors, three different signals, namely the fan vibration signal, the Printed
Circuit Board (PCB) block voltage, and the temperature, were measured and stored in a PC through
a data acquisition system. Fig. 3.5 shows sensor installations for a fan test: Fig. 3.5 (a) shows that
an accelerometer was mounted to the bottom of the fan with superglue; Fig. 3.5 (b) shows that the
PCB block of the fan connected by two wires measures the voltage between two fixed points; Fig.
3.5 (c) shows that a thermocouple that measures the temperature signal was attached to the bottom
of the fan. A data acquisition system collected vibration, voltage, and temperature signals and
stored in local PC. The data acquisition system was provided from National Instruments Corp. (NI
USB 6009) and the signal conditioner was provided from PCB Group, Inc. (PCB 482A18). All
fans were tested at the same initial health condition and run till failure.

Figure 3.4: DC fan test fixture (a) and the unbalance weight installation (b)
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Figure 3.5 Sensor installations for DC fan test, (a) accelerometer, (b) voltage measurement, and
(c) thermocouples
The sensory signal screening found that the fan PCB block voltage and the fan temperature did
not show clear degradation trend, whereas the vibration signal showed health degradation
behavior. The root mean squares (RMS), which is used for vibration spectral responses at the first
five resonance frequencies, is employed as the PHI for cooling fan prognostics. As shown in Fig.
3.6, the RMS signals of two fan units, namely unit 1 and unit 10, are selected to illustrate the health
conditions. Despite the RMS signals significantly increase to degrade their performance over time,
the PHIs are still highly random and non-monotonic due to a large variety of noise resources such
as metal particles, measurement noise, and system inherent uncertainty. Note that the RMS signals
don’t have significant monotonic trend after they are over 0.6, which may be caused by seriously
physical damage of the DC fans. Thus, to accurately capture the system degradation performance,
a failure threshold is defined as RMS = 0.6. A NARX NN is constructed with one input, namely
the time T, five hidden nodes, and three order time delay from the output. Thus, the total dimension
of the weights vector of NARX NN is 31 (i.e., 5 weights from the external input to hidden nodes,
15 weights from 3 delayed outputs to hidden nodes, 5 weights from hidden nodes to the output, 5
biases for hidden nodes, and 1 bias for output. The data set for unit 1 is randomly selected as the
training data set, and another data set for unit 10 is also selected to train another NARX NN for
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demonstrate the robustness of the proposed approach. Three units (13, 18, and 23) are randomly
selected as the testing examples.

Figure 3.6: Sample degradation signals from DC fan testing

(a)

RUL prediction for unit 13

Figure 3.7: Comparison of the RUL prediction for 3 random units (trained by the data set of unit
1)
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(b)

RUL prediction for unit 18

(c)

RUL prediction for unit 23

Figure 3.7: (continued)
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(a)

RUL prediction for unit 13

(b)

RUL prediction for unit 18

Figure 3.8: the RUL prediction for 3 units using a different training data set (unit 10)
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(c)

RUL prediction for unit 23

Figure 3.8: (continued)

Fig. 3.7 shows the RUL prediction by applying the adaptive ASDS approach to testing units.
After training a NARX NN with the data set from unit 1, a particle filter employs the observations
from unit 13, 18, and 23 to update the NN gradually. The RUL prediction time is around 2000 min
for each unit, and after every 50 min, the RUL prediction is performed again with new coming
measurements. As shown in Fig. 3.7, the mean of predicted RUL exhibits a good alignment with
the true RUL. It is observed that when the unit is closer to its end of life (EOL), the prediction of
RUL matches the true RUL more, which indicates that the particle filter can update the NARX NN
model accurately with more coming measurement. From Fig. 3.8, it is noted that even the training
data set is totally different, the Bayesian technique still can converge the different trained datadriven method to the same results.
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3.4.2 2008 IEEE PHM Challenge Problem
3.4.2.1 Problem description
The 2008 IEEE PHM challenge problem provided a data set that consists of multivariate time
series signals. Each time series signal that collected from operation of an engine indicates a
degradation process of the dynamic simulation of the engine system. The data collected from each
cycle include the unit ID, cycle index, 3 values for operational settings and 21 values for 21 sensor
measurements. With different initial health conditions and unknown manufacturing variations,
each engine unit was running with different performance and the sensor data were contaminated
with measurement noise. Three operational settings result in six different operation regimes (Table
1) that have different substantial effects on engine degradation performance. There exists training
and testing subsets in the whole data set. In the training data subset, the data was collected when
the damage process in a unit kept growth until the system performance beyond the predefined
failure threshold. In the testing data subset, only a set of pruned signals was given before the
occurrence of a unit failure. IEEE PHM established this challenge problem to solicit an effective
solution that can predict the remaining useful life (i.e., remaining cycles) from the testing data
before engine systems lose their functionalities. The degradation information exists among some
of the 21 sensory signals, which means the part of sensory signals are of no use for system
prognostics. Thus, those critical sensory signals that incorporate degradation information have to
be carefully distinguished and selected to characterize the health indices of engine systems for the
purpose of improving accuracy of the RUL prediction. In this study 7 sensory signals (2, 3, 4, 7,
11, 12, and 15) are selected to calculate the virtual health index (VHI), which is elaborated in the
following section. The whole data sets are divided into 218 offline training data sets and 218 online
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testing data sets. The training data sets are entirely collected from 218 run-to-failure engine units,
while testing data sets are only partial data collected before the other engine fail.

3.4.2.2 Virtual health index (VHI)
The linear transformation matrix T that consists of 6 transformation vectors Tk (k = 1, 2, …, 6)
based on 6 different operation regimes is constructed based on Eq. (3.1). As aforementioned in
section 3.2.1, the system healthy matrix Q0 is constructed using the sensory signals that indicate
the system remains in a healthy condition, while the Q1 uses the data from system failure regions.
In this case, the system is defined as health when the operation cycle number 0 ≤ L ≤ 4, and failure
when L ≥ 300. Thus, a 7 × 6 transformation matrix is calculated in Table 3.2, where each column
indicates the related operation regime. VHIs can be calculated for offline training data and online
testing data according to Eq. (3.3). As shown in Fig. 3.8, the VHI clearly illustrates a degradation
information compared to the original multi-dimensional sensory signals. In order to further apply
the VHI to system prognostics, a Savitzky-Golay smoothing filter [17] is employed to process the
VHI as a non-monotonic signal.
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Table 3.1: Six different operation regimes
Regime ID

Operating

Operating

Operating

parameter 1

parameter 2

parameter 3

1

0

0

100

2

10

0.25

20

3

20

0.7

0

4

25

0.62

80

5

35

0.84

60

6

42

0.84

40

Table 3.2: Transformation matrix (T) for VHI
Regime

Regime

Regime

Regime

Regime

Regime

1

2

3

4

5

6

-0.0497

-0.07977

-0.10904

0.00786

0.008372

0.013063 0.018849 0.001832

0.004675 0.005764 0.004723 0.009355

0.007769 0.013332 0.009603 0.005116 0.014792 0.013998
-0.04102 0.023098 -0.03481
0.30976
-0.05452

-0.09066

0.372611 0.199203 0.273373
-0.1684

-0.10099 0.008581
0.2095

0.859701
-0.00096

-0.11667

-0.1219

0.02211

1.165215 -0.09032 2.121973

3.26663

2.560026 -0.45306
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1.2

VHI
Processed VHI

1

0.8

VHI

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

-0.2

0

50

100

150

200

250

CYCLE

Figure 3.9: Calculated VHI and smoothed VHI for the training unit 1

3.4.2.3 Results of RUL prediction
For this case study, a NARX NN is constructed with one external input, namely cycle index
N, five hidden nodes, and two order time delay from the output. Thus, the total dimension of the
weights vector of NARX NN is 26 (i.e., 5 weights from the external input to hidden nodes, 10
weights from 2 delayed outputs to hidden nodes, 5 weights from hidden nodes to the output, 5
biases for hidden nodes, and 1 bias for output). We used the 218 training data sets to train the
NARX NN model and calculated the RULs for the 218 testing units.
After constructing the NARX NN model with the training data, a PF is used to update the
system health states and the neural network weights using the incomplete testing data. Since the
PF can statistically update the model parameters, a Monte Carlo simulation is employed to estimate
the probability distribution of the RUL for each testing unit when the predicted system VHI reaches
to 1. The Fig. 3.9 shows the distribution of the RULs for unit 1, 2, 3, and 4, where the histograms
of the predicted RULs are generated by using 1000 random samples.
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A prognostics metric, so-called cumulative score loss, is calculated as follows:

d k  RULkprediction  RULtrue
k
e  d
Sk    d
e

k

/13

k

/10

 1, d k  0
 1, d k  0

Average Score Loss : S 

(3-15)

1
K

K

S
k 1

k

The Eq. (3.15) was used in the IEEE PHM challenge problem competition. After calculating the
RULs of all 218 testing engines, the final average score loss we obtained is 7.89. This score
outperforms most of PHM methods such as similarity-based interpolation with the relevance
vector machine (SBI-RVM) 10.24, support vector machine (SBI-SVM) 9.39, and the least-square
exponential fitting (SBI-LSE) 10.47, a recurrent neural network (RNN) 20.15, and a Copula-based
sampling method 8.12. Only the ensemble approach with diversity-based weighting (EnsembleDW), and optimization-based weighting (Ensemble-OW) have better performance than the
proposed method. However, those methods have much more complex mechanism to calculate
RUL compared to the ASDS approach [7][19].
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(a)

Histogram of predicted RUL for unit 1

(b)

Histogram of predicted RUL for unit 2

Figure 3.10: Predicted RUL histograms compared to the true RUL
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(c)

Histogram of predicted RUL for unit 3

(d)

Histogram of predicted RUL for unit 4
Figure 3.10: (continued)
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3.5

Conclusion
This chapter proposed a self-cognizant dynamic system (ASDS) approach to predict the RUL

for a general engineering system under uncertainty. The current data-driven prognostics method
either employs an empirical model or a pre-trained data-driven model to describe the system
degradation performance. Both of them limit the predictability of PHM especially when an
engineering system has a mutable performance due to operation or environment. The proposed
approach not only employs a NARX NN to simulate time-series degradation of a complex system,
but also utilizes a PF to self-evolve the system to minimize the influence of operational or
environmental change. Contributions of this chapter have three aspects: (i) construction of a
NARX NN model to learn the time-series degradation performance purely driven by training data
of a system, (ii) implementation of the ASDS approach to achieve the self-evolvement of the pretrained system by using a PF, (iii) development a RUL prediction based on self-updated model.
The effectiveness and robustness of the proposed approach are demonstrated by two case studies,
namely the cooling fan health prognostics and the 2008 IEEE PHM challenge problem. The results
support the effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed ASDS approach.
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CHAPTER 4
LITHIUM-PLATING DIAGNOSIS
4.1

Abstract
Li-ion battery failure becomes one of major challenges for reliable battery applications, as it

could cause catastrophic consequences. Compared with capacity fading resulted from calendar
effects, Li-plating induced battery failures are more difficult to identify, as they causes sudden
capacity loss leaving limited time for failure diagnosis. This chapter presents a new internal state
variable (ISV) mapping approach to identify values of immeasurable battery ISVs considering
changes of inherent parameters of battery system dynamics for li-plating diagnosis. Employing the
developed ISV mapping approach, an explicit functional relationship model between measurable
battery signals and immeasurable battery ISVs can be developed. The developed model can then
be used to identify ISVs from an online battery system for the occurrence identification of Liplating. Employing multiphysics based simulation of Li-plating using COMSOL, the proposed Liplating diagnosis approach is implemented under different conditions in the case studies to
demonstrate its efficacy in diagnosis of li-plating onset timings.
Index Terms: Li-ion battery; Li-plating; Electrochemical Model; COMSOL Multiphysics;
Kriging Model

4.2

Introduction
As the prevalence of portable electronics and hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), applications of

lithium-ion batteries draw significant attentions due to their highlighted advantages such as high
energy density, slow self-discharging rate, and no memory effect. Meanwhile, the risk of various
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safety critical battery failures becomes an important issue to be addressed for battery applications.
Development of an advanced battery management system (BMS) could significantly mitigate the
risk of potential battery failures. An advanced BMS is designed to acquire electrical data, control
operational environment, monitor internal states, predict future degradation, and protect batteries
from unexpected failures [1]. For a BMS, state-of-charge (SoC) and state-of-health (SoH) are two
important parameters indicative of battery health condition; thus, accurately estimating them
becomes a paramount task in a BMS development [2]. Tremendous works have been done to
improve performance of the BMS technique [3]-[10]. Since most of batteries failure modes involve
very complicated internal electrochemical reactions, accurate modeling and analysis of specific
battery failure mode is extremely challenging. Thus, detecting and diagnosing those failure modes
become a very important research task for broad battery applications, enabling remedial strategies
and protections being implemented accordingly to avoid battery failures and prevent even
hazardous system damages due to these failures. Out of many battery failure modes, Li-plating is
one safety critical failure mode for lithium-ion batteries that happens at the negative electrode in
the charging process [11]. Once Li-plating happens, several irreversible side reactions would occur
inside the battery where numerous active lithium ions would lose their activity, which could
significantly reduce the capacity of cells, leading to sudden battery capacity loss. Meanwhile, the
plated lithium metal around the negative electrode could form the dendritic structure that could
cause the physical damage on the separator and electrodes, leading to short circuits or other related
critical battery failures.
Since Fuller and Doyle established the electrochemical battery model using porous electrode
and concentration solution theories [12], several models have further developed to investigate the
internal dynamics of lithium ion batteries. Due to the complexity and inefficiency of the
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electrochemical model, several models have been developed to improve the computational
efficiency without largely compromising the accuracy [13]-[18]. Recently, attentions have been
paid by researchers to investigate battery failure modes using the electrochemical model. Perkins
et al. [19] developed a control oriented reduced order model to determine the Li-plating by
estimating several important battery parameters through simulations. Legrand et al. presented a new
method to access the charging process of Li-ion battery thereby characterizing the Li-plating effect
[20]. However, the existing work failed to consider the impact of changes of battery internal state
variables due to aging of batteries over time. Since most related work has been built upon the
foundation of battery electrochemical model, or Doyle-Fuller-Newman (DFN) model [12], that
employs a system of partial differential equations (PDEs) to describe electrochemical principles in
Li-ion batteries, coefficients in these PDEs are essential to estimate correct values under various
battery operating conditions. While a battery system undergoes diverse variation of external
circumstances in service, several physical and chemical coefficients in the PDEs could vary in a
large range enough to change system behaviors. In this case, employing fixed coefficients to analyze
battery system behaviors is thus inappropriate. The related time-varying coefficients in a Li-ion
battery system, denoted as internal state variables (ISVs), include diffusion coefficients, reaction
rate, conductivity, and so on. With regard to specific failure mode, a certain set of coefficients could
be influenced to induce or mitigate the occurrence of battery failures. By identifying failure related
coefficients over time, such as those key factors that activate the Li-plating failure mechanism,
battery system behaviors could be better understood.
A few body of work has been reported in the literature that focuses on battery parameter
identification by applying different approaches to given battery models. Santhanagopalan et al. [22]
developed an approach that employs Levenberg-Marquardt optimization and Markov chain Monte
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Carlo (MCMC) method to estimate parameters in the DFN model. Speltino et al. [23] used a twostep approach to identify battery parameters, in which the cathode equilibrium potential function is
first approximated from observations of open circuit voltage (OCV), and battery tests are performed
to identify battery parameters of interest. Forman et al. employed a generic algorithm (GA) to
identify battery parameters with the DFN model and used fisher information criterion to perform
identifiability analysis [25]. In existing studies, a full DFN model has been generally used for
parameter identification combined with other simulation or heuristic algorithms such as MCMC
and GA. The computational burden for parameter identification is usually very high based on the
complexity of numerical calculation of PDEs in the DFN model, and meanwhile the implementation
of MCMC or GA also adds up a large amount of computational work, which together prevents these
approaches from practical applications.
To address these challenges, this chapter presents a new internal state variable (ISV) mapping
approach to identify battery parameters and capture battery system failure due to Li-plating. In the
developed ISV mapping approach, an artificial neural network (ANN) model is firstly constructed
to model battery system responses with respect to different designed battery parameters. With the
developed ANN model, weights in the NN model can be used to enhance their correlations with
battery parameters in the original DFN model. Thus, a Kriging based surrogate model can then be
built to map from NN weights to battery internal state variables. With the constructed Kriging model
that maps the ANN weights with the battery ISVs can be further used to identify battery parameters
in real time with online measurement data during the battery service process. After identifying
battery ISVs, a new criterion to detect the occurrence of Li-plating is proposed. To demonstrate the
developed ISV mapping approach for Li-plating diagnosis, the experiment is based on the
COMSOL Multiphysics to simulate the Li-plating, multiphysics simulation of a battery system is
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implemented by using the COMSOL Multiphysics software and then the concentration information
of electrodes is employed to analyze the local effects and the onset timing of Li-plating.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.3 introduces the related work on Liion battery electrochemical model and the ANN and Kriging models used for the development of
ISV mapping approach. The section 4.4 details the developed ISV mapping approach. The section
4.5 presents the mechanisms of Li-plating and the new approach for the detection of Li-plating. The
section 5 shows the experiments implemented by COMSOL and the results that illustrate the Liplating diagnosis using the developed approach.

4.3

Related work
In this section, the previous valuable work will be introduced, which includes the description of

the pseudo 2D battery model in subsection 4.3.1. The artificial neural network model and the
Kriging model used for the developed ISV mapping approach are briefly introduced in subsections
4.3.2 and 4.3.3, respectively.
4.3.1 The Doyle-Fuller-Newman (DFN) Model
The DFN model, or pseudo two dimensional (P2D) model, was developed from the battery
electrochemical model with the ohmic porous electrode theory and Bulter-Volmer kinetics by Fuller
et al. [12]. Based on the battery electrochemical kinetics, the pseudo 2D model can describe the
internal variables such as concentration or potential in both solid phase and solution phase. The
P2D model consists of three regions: negative electrode, separator, and positive electrode. In each
electrode, there are two phases which are the solid phase consisting of porous electrode particles
and the solution phase being full of electrolyte. At regularly charging/discharging processes, the
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current will force the Li-ions to extract from particles of one electrode, move through the electrolyte,
and intercalate into particles of the other electrode. The P2D model describes this behavior of Liions which follows the diffusion kinetics [21].

Separator Positive electrode

Negative electrode

Current collector

Current collector

x
cs(x,r,t)
r
Li+

Figure 4.1: The 2D structure of a Li-ion battery
In figure 4.1, a genetic P2D model structure is given to investigate the battery internal states.
This model only considers Li+ diffusion dynamics in electrolyte along the horizontal x-axis and Li+
exaction/intercalation behaviors in spherical particles along the radius r-axis. The partial differential
equations (PDEs) are employed to solve for the electrolyte concentration, electrolyte potential, solid
phase concentration, and solid phase potential along the different locations in x, r-axis. The detailed
equations of the P2D model is presented on Appendix A.
4.3.2 Review of the Multilayer Perceptron (MLP)
In a multilayer perceptron (MLP), or feed-forward neural network (FFNN), several neuron
nodes are used to compose three types of network layers, with generally one input layer, one or
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multiple hidden layers, and one output layer. The information is propagated directly from the input
layer through hidden layers to the output layer. The information propagation process is realized by
using the activation function, which transforms the activation level of a neuron into an output
signal. There are a number of common activation functions in use with ANN, and out of which the
sigmoid function is most widely used. A general ANN model is showed on Figure 4.2.
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qI

hJ

zS

Input Layer
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Figure 4.2: A general multilayer perceptron (MLP)

In this study, an ANN is constructed to intelligently learn response of the P2D model with
multiple coefficients, then a Kriging model could find the relationship between ANN weights and
P2D model coefficients.
4.3.3 Review of the Kriging-based Surrogate Model
This subsection introduces the Kriging technique, which is a probabilistic method for
interpolating values modeled by a Gaussian process based on observed measurements. Based on
various stationary properties of global means in Kriging model, different methods were developed
to apply practical situations of various degrees of stationarity assumed. In this paper, the ordinary
Kriging as one of classical Kriging methods is employed to address the special ISV mapping
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problem.
The Kriging model is usually presented as
y ( x )  f ( x )  S ( x)

(4-1)

where x is an n-dimensional vector for n design variables, y(x) is an unknown function that the
Kriging model tends to express, f(x)is a global mean function that can provide several options such
as a constant term or a polynomial function, and S(x) is the realization of a stochastic process with
zero mean and variance σ2, which represents the local deviation from the global mean. In this
chapter, a constant μ is used for the global mean function f(x).
The correlation between S(xi) and S(xj) is related to the distance between two samples xi and
xj. It is represented as
Corr (S(xi ),S(x j ))   2 R(xi , x j )

(4-2)

where R(xi, xj) is an n×n correlation matrix, and the distance between xi and xj is not the
Euclidean distance that has the same weights for all design variables. The distance with additional
weighted values can be expressed as
n

d (x i , x j )   k x  x
k 1

k
i

k
j

2

(4-3)

where αk are the undetermined weights used to match the model, and xik and xjk are the kth
design variables. Given the distance of two samples, the (i, j) entry of correlation matrix Rcan be
written as

R(xi , x j )  exp(d (xi , x j ))

(4-4)

For a new interpolated sample xnew, the prediction of the Kriging model is given by

y(x new )    rT (x new ) R 1 (y  1)
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(4-5)

where r(xnew) is a correlation vector with the ith element is

ri (x new )  Corr (S(x new ),S(x i ))

,(4-6)

   (1T R 11)11T R 1y

.(4-7)

and the mean estimate μ' is

Also, the estimate of the variance, σ' is defined by

 y-1 
 

T

R 1 (y-1 )
n

(4-8)

Among all equations, the undetermined parameter in Kriging model is α in Eq. (4-3). In order
to estimate this parameter, the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) method is employed to
address this problem. The likelihood function is expressed as
n
n
1
1
Likelihood (  ,  , α )   ln(2 )  ln( 2 )  ln( R ) 
( y  1 ) T R 1 ( y-1 ) (4-9)
2
2
2
2 2

In order to maximize Eq. (4-9), several numerical methods such as Newton-Gauss method
are selected to approximate model parameter α. For given α, μ' and σ' are able to be updated
accordingly. The calculated routine then repeats calculating these three coefficients until likelihood
function converges to a stable maximum value.

4.4

The ISV mapping approach
This section presents the developed ISV mapping approach. Subsection 4.4.1 briefly presents

the battery parameter estimation problem. After simplifying the Li-ion battery P2D model in
subsection 4.4.2, the ISV mapping approach to estimate PDE coefficients is then detailed in
subsection 4.4.3. Subsection 3.4 shows the flowchart that concludes the procedures of the developed
approach.
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4.4.1 Identification of Battery Model Parameters
As previously mentioned in Section 4.2, system inherent parameters must be identified and
confirmed so that system internal states can be estimated during battery system dynamical processes.
However, determining the coefficients in PDEs is a very challenging problem especially in a
complex PDE form or system of PDEs [22]-[24]. Meanwhile, existing studies generally employ the
full or reduced-order P2D models, and rely on numerical techniques to iteratively estimate required
parameter values. To apply existing methods for estimations of PDE coefficients, computational
burden is generally extremely high for even a single battery parameter. Mathematically, the
presented problem for a PDE can be expressed as

F (x, t, u,

u
u
,..., ; θ)  0
x1
t

(4-10)

where F is a linear function of u and its derivatives, x = (x1,...xp)T is a p-dimensional argument, θ is
the parameter vector that relates to primary interest in this chapter.
The present problem for Li-ion battery electrochemical model is more complex than Eq. (4.10).
First, the P2D model includes several PDEs from Eq. (A.1) to Eq. (A.16) to construct a system of
PDEs in order to describe the entire Li-ion battery system. Second, the variable u in Eq. (4.10) is
unobservable in system of PDEs for Li-ion battery, which increases difficulty with using
observations to estimate PDE parameters. For the sake of addressing these challenges, an ISV
mapping approach is proposed. In the new approach, a reduced order model is developed for P2D
model to reveal dependency between observed voltage and variables in the battery model, and a
surrogate model is applied for reduce the computational complexity of the system of PDEs.
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4.4.2 Reduced Order Model for Li-ion Battery
This subsection presents the reduced order model for Li-ion battery P2D model. Recalling the
Eq. (A.3), the output voltage equals to the difference between potentials at two boundaries x = 0
and x = L. Since we don’t have to consider the x variables for calculating output voltage, the existing
PDE can be reduced to an ordinary differential equation (ODE) for electrode potential as follows:
L( x, t )  f ( x, t , I (t ), θ) 

d  x 0, L (t )
dt

 f (t , I (t ), θ)

(4-11)

Thus, Eq.(4.11) simplifies the variable Φ to be a variable only related to time. By discretizing this
equation, we can obtain

 xL,k   xL,k 1  t  f ( I k , θ)

(4-12)

Finally, the voltage at time index k can be summarized as

Vk  G( I k ,Vk 1 , θ)

(4-13)

The Eq. (4.13) implies that the output voltage at time point k only depends on the input current
at time k, voltage at last time point k-1, and the related coefficients in PDEs. The Eq. (4.13) can
significantly reduce the complexity of the original system of PDEs and easily generalize the
relationship between system input and output. Base on Eq. (4.13), it has a great convenience to
employ a surrogate model to replace the reduced model and estimate system response with required
accuracy.

4.4.3 Battery ISV Mapping
This subsection presents the proposed the methodology of the developed approach. To realize
the time-varying parameters, the diffusion coefficients, in the governing PDEs, a two-stage method
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is designed to solve this problem.
In the first stage, a surrogate model is constructed to approximate PDE system responses. A
surrogate model has two advantages compared to the original full PDE model: first, under an
accepted accurate level, a surrogate model could largely reduce the computational complexity;
second, a surrogate model provides explicit weights in model equations, which could be utilized to
map time-varying coefficients in a PDE model.
In the developed approach, a neural network (NN) model is selected from surrogate models.
The NN model can be written as
I
 J

y ( x)   ai   wij x j  b j , and W  [ai , wij , b j ]T
i 1
 j 1


,(4-14)

where a, w, and b are all weights inside the NN model, x is the input of NN model, i and j represent
the number of hidden nodes and input nodes, respectively. φ is the sigmoid function that can be
expressed as

 ( ) 

1
1  e 

(4-15)

In order to surrogate the reduced battery model, the input of NN model is assigned to be Ik and Vk1;

the output of NN model is Vk.
To fit the battery model, the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is used to optimize NN weights

to ensure the validation of NN model. The optimization is expressed as

Minimize :  (Vk ,cycle  y( Wcycle ))
Wcycle

2

(4-16)

k

where cycle represents the cycle index, k is the time index in a specific cycle, y represents the
estimates of NN model, and V is the true system output.
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Apparently, the trained weights W in the NN model have a strong correlation with coefficients
θ since both of them are the only parameters in their respective models. Therefore, building an
accurate mapping from W to θ would assist us to determine the values of PDE coefficients. The
mapping can be written as
g:W θ

In this mapping, the dimension of input is regulated by the number of hidden nodes in the
predefined NN model, and the dimension of output is determined by the number of coefficients in
PDEs. The mapping solution in this chapter is Kriging model that has the powerful estimation on
interpolation problems.

4.4.4. Flowchart of the ISV Mapping Approach
In this subsection, the procedure of the developed approach is illustrated by the Fig. 4.3.
According to the proposed procedure, the whole approach is divided into offline and online stages.
The basic idea is to utilize the mapping relations between NN weights and diffusion coefficients
revealed by Kriging model to estimate the current diffusion coefficients in the testing battery with
experimental data. In the offline stage, the testing battery characteristics, such as materials in
electrodes and electrolyte, geometry of the battery structure, and several other fixed parameters,
have to be designed in a COMSOL multiphysics model, then this model is able to be executed the
simulated battery cycling experiments that could easily provide the system response under different
designed current and diffusion coefficients. After obtaining system behavior with several I-V curves,
a NN model is employed to approximate the I-V relations instead of using a full PDE model. As
mentioned previously, a Levenberg Marquardt algorithm is used to optimize the NN model until
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the required accurate level is reached. Due to the direct relations between weights from the NN
model and diffusion coefficients from the aimed PDE model, a Kriging model is employed here to
approximate the mapping relations from weights W to coefficients θ.
In the online stage, the testing battery has to be set up to go through a charging and discharging
experiment to obtain the real experimental data. The battery experiment firstly performs a
discharging profile until the voltage drops under 3.2V that is the stop voltage for discharge. The
battery could be considered as deeply discharged in this case. Then the discharged battery is applied
on a constant charging current, and at the same time, the battery tester is recording the measurement
signals: current and voltage. In the same procedure, the measured I-V curve is also plugged into
the NN model to get trained until the error level is met. Obtaining the weights W’ from new trained
NN, we plug the W’ into the designed Kriging model and get the prediction of diffusion coefficients
θ’. Since the diffusion coefficients θ’ represent the battery current states that could affect the Liplating occurrence, the Li-plating could be predicted according to the given diffusion coefficients.
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Figure 4.3: Procedure of the developed ISV mapping approach

In the online stage, the testing battery has to be set up to go through a charging and discharging
experiment to obtain the real experimental data. The battery experiment firstly performs a
discharging profile until the voltage drops under 3.2V that is the stop voltage for discharge. The
battery could be considered as deeply discharged in this case. Then the discharged battery is applied
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on a constant charging current, and at the same time, the battery tester is recording the measurement
signals: current and voltage. In the same procedure, the measured I-V curve is also plugged into
the NN model to get trained until the error level is met. Obtaining the weights W’ from new trained
NN, we plug the W’ into the designed Kriging model and get the prediction of diffusion coefficients
θ’. Since the diffusion coefficients θ’ represent the battery current states that could affect the Liplating occurrence, the Li-plating could be predicted according to the given diffusion coefficients.

4.5

Li-plating mechanism
In this section, the Li-plating mechanism is briefly reviewed and the developed li-plating

occurrence model for diagnosis is presented. In the following, Subsection 4.5.1 introduces the Liplating mechanism and Subsection 4.5.2 presents essential assumptions and the proposed li-plating
occurrence model.
4.5.1 Electrochemical Explanations for Li-plating Mechanism
Under extremely operating conditions that make reduction reactions occur easily, metallic
lithium could be deposited (plated) on the surface of the negative electrode instead of intercalating
into it. Li-plating phenomenon generally occurs in the charging process under two specific
conditions: charging at high current or low temperature.
When Li-ion batteries are charging at high current, the active Li-ion will extract from the
positive electrode, move across the separator, and intercalate into the negative electrode. However,
the high current makes the extraction rate larger than the intercalation rate, and then side reactions
will occur and turn Li-ions to metallic lithium on the surface of negative electrodes particles.
Similarly, the low temperature will slow down the intercalation rate on the surface of negative
electrode and result in the Li-plating on the negative electrode. These side reactions when Li-plating
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occurs are concluded as follows:

xLi   Li C6  xe  Li  xC6

(4-17)

(1  x) Li   (1  x)e  (1  x) Li 

(4-18)

The reaction (4.17) is the regular insertion reaction in which xLi+ (x represents the fraction of
charge carriers) insert into the graphite structure formed by six carbon atoms C6. The reaction (418) is the Li-plating side reaction which causes that (1-x)Li+ forms metal Li and is plated on the
surface of negative electrodes.
Since the metallic lithium has very active properties, it will continue having other side reactions
with substances in electrolyte, which are shown as follows:
R  Li  Li  R

(4-19)

where R represents the carbonate solvent electrolyte. This side reaction indicates that metallic
lithium could be rapidly oxidized by the substances of electrolyte and form an additional SEI [19].
The new SEI layer could stop the further side reactions between plated Li metal and other oxidizers.
As a consequence, the new-formed plated Li metal has been protected gradually and will form a
dendritic form that would cause more hazardous damages.

4.5.2 Li-plating Occurrence Model for Diagnosis
As we described in the subsection A, the Li-plating occurs when the extraction rate of Li+ from
positive electrodes exceeds the intercalation rate of Li+ into negative electrodes. To create the Liplating model, several additional assumptions should be claimed: (1) the reaction (4-19) as the only
side reaction occurs in the charging process. The other side reactions have to be ignored, and (2)
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the concentration gradient on the surface of electrodes approximates to the extraction or
intercalation rate, which is described in the following subsection. Since the extraction and
intercalation rates describe the behavior of Li-ions at the surface of the electrode particles, the solid
phase concentration on the surface of particles is capable to represent the rates. Besides, in order to
compare two rates in local areas, the average concentration gradient could be computed in a specific
area. Based on this fact, we defined two equations to demonstrate the extraction/intercalation rate
as follows:
Rex 

Rin 

cs , surf , p
t

cs , surf ,n
t

(4-20)

(4-21)

where Rex and Rin represent the extraction rate and intercalation rate, respectively, cs,surf,p and
cs,surf,n represent the solid phase concentration on the surface of different electrodes particles.
After calculating Eqs.(4-20) and (4-21) at different locations and time points, the extraction and
intercalation rates could be obtained. According to the mechanism of the Li-plating, the Li-plating
occurs only when the following equation is satisfied:
Rex  Rin

(4-22)

When the Eq. (4-22) is satisfied at a specific location or time point, the Li-plating could be
considered to happen.

4.6

Li-plating Diagnosis Employing the ISV Mapping Approach
This section presents the results of Li-plating using COMSOL Multiphysics. The subsection
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4.6.1 introduces a case study of Li-ion battery 2D model to implement the developed approach, and
the subsection 4.6.2 presents a case study of the battery 2D model to demonstrate the local Liplating effect and diagnosis using the developed ISV mapping approach.
4.6.1 Battery 2D Model Case
In this subsection, the weights-mapping approach is implemented for a Li-ion battery 2D case.
The results discuss the local effects of Li-plating happening due to impact of geometry of a battery.
The battery 2D model implemented in COMSOL Multiphysics V4.4 is a double dimension
model based on electrochemical principles of a Li-ion battery. With the same materials, this model
is built in three regions: the positive electrode (the pink area), the negative electrode (the grey area),
and the separator (the green area). There are two current collectors covered around the two
electrodes. For the experimental purpose, the current collector of the positive electrode has been cut
over than half areas to enhance the Li-plating effects on local areas. Thus, the battery model has
been divided into two parts according to the partially covered current collector. The reason of this
unbalanced design is because Li-plating could occur more rapidly in the local area than the rest test
area, thereby saving a large amount of computational efforts to generate the Li-plating phenomenon
and data. The geometry of Li-ion battery 2D model is shown on Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: The Li-ion battery 2D geometry in COMSOL
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In this case study, the designed diffusion coefficients in different electrodes vary both from 1e12 to 1e-15 m2/s according to surveys with different measurement techniques in current literature.
For each diffusion coefficient, the PDE solver is designed to uniformly sweep the coefficient range
as 20 steps, which implies that the total number of parameters combinations is 20*20=400 groups.
Using all of parameters combinations, 400 charging cycles are able to be generated to implement
the developed approach. By applying the weights-mapping approach, a NN model is used to
surrogate the designed battery model and 400 weights vectors are trained corresponding to the
related parameters combinations. Then, we randomly choose 50 groups of parameters combinations
to validate the developed approach.
4.6.2 Li-plating Diagnosis Using ISV Mapping
By applying 50 groups of testing parameters combinations, the developed approach is
implemented to approximate the true PDE parameters. Figure 4.5 shows that estimation of the
diffusion coefficients of two electrodes from the Li-ion battery 2D model.
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(a) Estimation of diffusion coefficient in negative electrode

(b) Estimation of diffusion coefficient in positive electrode
Figure 4.5: Estimation of diffusion coefficients in electrodes
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Table 4.1: Accuracy of the ISV mapping approach
MSE

RELATIVE ERROR

DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT FOR
NEGATIVE ELECTRODE

1.3471e-27

1.6414 %

DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT FOR
POSITIVE ELECTRODE

4.0126e-28

4.2338 %

From Figure 4.5 and Table 4.1, the results show that the developed approach is able to achieve
a high accuracy of approximation. It is observed that MSE or RE of diffusion coefficient at the
positive electrode is larger than the one at the negative electrode. This fact is attributed that the
ANN output, namely the voltage, has less sensitivity with diffusion coefficient at the positive
electrode. Thus, the weights of ANN has weaker link to the diffusion coefficient at the positive
electrode compared to the one at the positive electrode. The equations of mean square error (MSE)
and relative error (RE) are expressed as:

MSE 

1 N approx
Yi
 Yi ob 


N i 1

1
RE  100% 
N

2

Yi approx
1  ob

Yi
i 1
N

(4-23)

(4-24)

where N is the total number of approximations, Yiapprox and Yiob are the approximation and true value,
respectively.
After obtaining the approximation of diffusion coefficients, the PDE solver could obtain the
concentration information in different electrodes. For easily occurrence of Li-plating, the related
parameters should be adjusted to proper values. The initial SoC has been set to 90%, which means
the battery is close to fully charged. Then the battery charging simulation is undergoing with
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different diffusion coefficient combinations. Since diffusion coefficients could significantly impact
the Li-ion concentration performance in different electrodes, randomly coupled coefficients are
selected to indicate the Li-plating occurrence in various conditions. Figure 4.6 shows the
concentration gradient performance with different combinations of parameters.
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Figure 4.6: Concentration gradient with different combinations of parameters
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Figure 4.6: (continued)
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(d) Concentration gradient with Dn = 1.122e-14 and Dp = 5.124e-14
Figure 4.6: (continued)

The blue curve and red curve represent Li-ion concentration gradient for negative and positive
electrodes, respectively. In figure 4.6 (a), the specific diffusion coefficients make concentration
gradients of both electrodes to parallel to each other, and the value of positive electrode is much
smaller than the one of negative electrode. In this case, Li-plating would not happen in the entire
time scale. In figure 4.6 (b), the concentration gradient of positive electrode diverges to the other
one, which indicates that Li-plating won’t occur most unlikely in the future. In figure 4.6 (c), the
concentration gradients of both electrodes are close and converging to each other, which indicates
that Li-plating could happen in the future when one curve intersects another. In figure 4.6 (d), in
this circumstance, note that the blue curve intersects with the red curve at time = 4s, indicating that
the concentration gradient of positive electrode exceeds the one of negative electrode. In this case
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of coupled coefficients, Li-plating would easily occur after the intersection and be diagnosed by the
proposed approach.

4.7

Conclusion
In this chapter, Li-plating failure identification is investigated based on capturing battery

parameters dynamics. To capture system dynamics in DFN model, a new internal variable (ISV)
mapping approach is developed to identify battery parameters in a system of PDEs. Multiphysicsbased simulation of battery system dynamics with designed battery parameters are implemented
within the COMSOL multiphysics simulation environment. With the simulation data, an artificial
neural network (ANN) model is constructed to model battery system output voltage instead of DFN
models, and then the links between weights in the ANN model and parameters in the DFN model
is evaluated by employing a Kriging based surrogate model. Using the Kriging model, the real
battery parameters can be identified from experimental data. The Li-plating mechanism has been
discussed and a new determining approach for Li-plating occurrence is proposed to analyze the
local effects and the onset timing of Li-plating under the high current conditions by using the
developed ISV mapping approach. The experiment using COMSOL Multiphysics is to simulate the
charging process of a Li-ion battery to observe the concentration gradient of different electrodes.
Based on these experimental results, the occurrence of Li-plating at different areas and onset times
can be successfully identified by employing the developed ISV mapping approach. With the
developed approach, a remaining useful life (RUL) prediction strategy considering Li-plating
failure mechanism could be further investigated in the future work for battery failure prognostics.
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APPENDIX A. The equations of the P2D model
Based on all the principles and kinetics, we can present equations that model the electrochemical
dynamics in a Li-ion battery. Integrating Kirchoff’s law with Ohm’s law, we can obtain the
representation of the electric potential the Φs in solid phase:

i

 2 s
 ai Fji , i  p, n
x 2

(A.1)

with boundary conditions

 i

 s
x

 I , and  s , x 0  0

(A.2)

x 0, L

where σ represents the effective electronic conductivity of electrode i (i = p, n), I is the external
current density, a is the specific surface area of electrode i, F is the Faraday’s constant, and j is the
wall flux of Li+ on the intercalation particle of electrode i. At the interface between an electrode and
a current collector (i.e. x = 0 or L in Fig. 1), the first boundary condition in eq. (A.2) is derived
because the current density in electrolyte ie is approximated as 0. The potential in the solid phase of
negative electrode is zero as the second boundary condition. The electric potential at two ends of
different electrodes can be used to calculate the output voltage as

V   s , x  L   s , x 0

(A.3)

The potential in the electrolyte can be calculated as follows:
 d ln f c / a   ln ce
 e
i 2 RT
 e 
1  t   1 


x
F
d ln ce  x


(A.4)

Since we can only measure differences of potentials, boundary conditions can randomly be set as:
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 e, x  L  0
 e, x ln ,   e , x ln , and  e , x l p ,   e , x l p ,

(A.5)

where κ is the ionic conductivity of the electrolyte, R is the universal gas constant, T is the
temperature of the battery, F is the Faraday’s constant, t+ is Li+ transference number in the
electrolyte, and fc/a is the mean molar activity coefficient in electrolyte.
According to the Fick’s law, the lithium-ion concentration in the electrolyte is modeled as
follows:
ce
 2c
 Deff ,i 2e  a (1  t ) ji , i  p, n
t
x

(A.6)

ce t 0  ce0

(A.7)

with the initial condition

and the boundary conditions
ce
x

 0 and
x  0, L

ce
x


x li , 

ce
x

, i  p, n

(A.8)

x li , 

where Deff is the effective diffusion coefficient in electrolyte, p, n represent the positive and negative
electrodes, respectively, and a is the specific interfacial area, expressing as
a   s  4 Rp2  /  4 / 3  R3p    s  3 / Rp 

(A.9)

where s represents the volume fraction of the solid electrode material in the porous electrode, Rp is
the radius of particles in solid phase,
In the solid phase, the transport of the lithium-ion also follows Fick’s law similarly, but
associates a spherical particle of Rp with each particle’s location x. For each particle at the location
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x, the lithium-ion concentration is described as:

cs 1  
c 
 2  Ds ,i r 2 s  , i  p, n
t r r 
r 

(A.10)

cs t 0  cs0

(A.11)

with the initial condition

and the boundary conditions
cs
r

 0 and
r 0

cs
r


r  Rp

1
ji , i  p, n
Ds

(A.12)

where r is the radial coordinate of particles in electrodes, Rp is the maximum radius of particles,
and Ds is the diffusion coefficient in solid phase of electrodes
Relating the net pore-wall molar flux with the divergence of the current, we can obtain the
relationship between them at each x location
ie
 aFji , i  p, n
x

(A.13)

where εs is the volume fraction of the solid electrode material in the porous electrode. Besides, the
solid phase intercalation overpotential ηs, which determines the rate of the intercalation reaction
occurred on the surface of solid particles, is described as

s  s  e  U r (cs,surf )  FR f ji

(A.14)

where Ur represents the equilibrium potential at the existing surface concentration, Rf represents
the film resistance of the solid electrolyte interface (SEI).
To associate all the useful variables together and compute the molar flux j, the Butler-Volmer
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equation is employed to build the connection with them. The Butler-Volmer equation is expressed
as

j

i0 
 F 
  F 
exp  a s   exp  c s  

F
 RT 
 RT


(A.15)

where αa and αc are the transport coefficients, and i0 is the exchange current density, which can be
expressed as

i0  reff cea   cs ,max  cs ,surf   cs,csurf
a

(A.16)

where reff is a constant, and cs,max is the maximum concentration of lithium-ion in different
electrodes depending on specific material properties. Combining all the equations, the output
voltage V can be solved by the given input which is the applied current I.

4.8
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CHAPTER 5
LITHIUM-PLATING PROGNOSIS
5.1

Abstract
Accurate remaining useful life (RUL) prediction is a key element of an advanced battery

management system (BMS), which monitors health information and controls operational
conditions for a Li-ion battery. Most of traditional prognostics and health management (PHM)
approaches predict RULs of Li-ion batteries under regular use conditions. However, a specific
failure mode such as Li-plating could largely accelerate the degradation process of Li-ion batteries,
which makes inaccurate RUL prediction. This study proposes a multiscale particle filters (MPFs)
framework to estimate several important model parameters involved in the Li-plating process and
predict RULs with updated model parameters. Our contributions of this chapter have three aspects:
(i) a data-driven model, namely neural network, is employed to capture the battery system response
with the occurrence of Li-plating; (ii) The MPFs framework consists of a microscale particle filter
that is designed to estimate time fast-varying variables and a macroscale particle filter for
estimation of time slowly-varying variables; (iii) RUL prediction is based on the estimated
variables from the MPFs. A case study with generated data from COMSOL demonstrates the
effectiveness of the proposed approach.
Index Terms: Li-ion battery; Li-plating; Prognostics and Health Management (PHM); Remaining
Useful Life (RUL) Prediction; Neural Networks (NN); Particle Filter (PF); COMSOL
Multiphysics;
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5.2

Introduction
Over past decades, Li-ion battery (i.e. lithium-ion battery) technologies have been achieved

significant advances including greater energy density, slower self-discharge rate, longer usage life,
and increasing reliability. With growing demands for the miniaturization of energy storage,
commercial Li-ion batteries power a large variety of electrical and electronic devices, such as
portable products, medical devices, industrial equipment, and so on. In spite of the overall low risk
of failures associated with regular use of Li-ion batteries, concerns about Li-ion battery safety have
still been raised up due to several publicized failure incidents.
Most of batteries failure modes have significant impacts on battery capacity due to occurrence
of several irreversible chemical reactions that inevitably change chemical substances inside Li-ion
batteries. Since most of batteries failure modes involve very complicated internal electrochemical
reactions, accurately modeling and analyzing specific battery failure modes are extremely
challenging. Thus, realizing certain battery failures and accessing their effects on battery RUL are
very important research tasks for a reliable battery management system (BMS). Out of many
battery failure modes, Li-plating is one critical failure mode for lithium ion batteries, which only
happens on a negative electrode during a charging process. Once Li-plating occurs, several
irreversible side reactions would be triggered inside the battery where numerous active lithiumions would lose their activity and thickness of the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) layer would
permanently increase. Thus, the capacity of cells is significantly reduced, which leads to sudden
battery capacity loss. Future on, plated lithium metal covered around the negative electrode could
form dendritic structures that cause physical damages on both separators and electrodes, leading
to short circuits or other related critical battery failures.
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Currently, researchers in prognostics and health management (PHM) society are ones of main
contributors on Li-ion battery safety. PHM is an emerging engineering discipline that diagnoses
system’s internal failures and predicts the degradation performance of a system when it loses its
partial or whole functionality. Given system’s parameters and observations under its normal
operating conditions, PHM can significantly enhance reliability, availability, and predictability of
the system by predicting remaining useful life (RUL). Tremendous works have been done by
researchers for PHM of Li-ion battery systems. He et al. [1] applied a Bayesian Monte Carlo
method to update model parameters and predict RULs with parameters being initialized by a
Dempster-Shafer theory (DST). Hu et al. [2] presented an integrated method, in which a state
projection scheme from their previous study was employed for battery capacity estimation and a
Gauss-Hermite particle filter was used for the RUL prediction. Liu et al. [3] used the Gaussian
Process Regression (GPR) to perform state of health (SOH) prediction and an improved GPR,
namely Gaussian Process Functional Regression (GPFR), to realize the actual trend of SOH. Long
et al. [4] proposed an improved autoregressive (AR) model for capacity fade trends and then
utilized a particle swarm optimization (PSO) to search the optimal AR model order. Miao et al. [5]
introduced an improved PF algorithm, so-called unscented particle filter (UPF), to predict battery
RULs and compared to results from the traditional PF. Ng et al. [6] proposed a naive Bayes model
for RUL prediction of Li-ion batteries under various operating conditions. Nuhic et al. [7]
presented a new method that integrates a support vector machine (SVM) for estimation of the SOH
and RUL. Saha et al. [8] proposed a Bayesian framework that integrates a relevance vector
machine (RVM) and a particle filter (PF) to predict the RUL of Li-ion batteries. Wang et al. [9]
used a RVM to find the representative training vectors and proposed a three-parameter capacity
degradation model to fit predictive values for RUL prediction. Xing et al. [10] developed an
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ensemble model that fuses an empirical exponential and polynomial regression model to capture
the battery’s degradation performance and used a PF to adjust model parameters.
Among these works, several PHM techniques have been developed to investigate the
degradation performance of a Li-ion battery system with various system models, such as
electrochemical models [11], equivalent circuit models [12-14], and data-driven models [15]. The
existing works mostly consider about degradation of Li-ion batteries under regular use conditions,
which indicates that RULs of Li-ion batteries are predicted by existing PHM approaches without
considering specific failure modes. However, a specific failure could significantly affect the
degradation performance of a Li-ion battery. For example, Li-plating, a common failure mode
when a Li-ion battery is charged with high current or under low temperature could quickly thicken
the solid electrolyte interface (SEI) layer and increase the SEI layer film resistance so that the
degradation process of the battery will be largely accelerated. In this circumstance, traditional
PHM approaches that predict RULs of Li-ion batteries under normal use conditions have no
capability to capture the accelerated degradation performance with occurrence of the Li-plating
failure.
In this paper, a multiscale particle filters (MPFs) framework is proposed to address the above
issues. Li-plating, as a typical failure mode, is considered to be an accelerator for degradation of
Li-ion batteries. A MPFs framework consists of two particle filters: a microscale particle filter that
is used to update time fast-varying parameters in each discharge cycle and a macroscale particle
filter that is used to update time slowly-varying parameters in the whole Li-plating process. This
double scaled structure is able to effectively capture the battery performance in both short-term
and long-term scales with the occurrence of Li-plating. The SEI layer film resistance, which is a
key contributor to the capacity loss of Li-ion batteries, is estimated from each cycle by a microscale
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PF. A macroscale PF then uses the estimated film resistance to update several parameters such as
increased film thickness and finally calibrates the film resistance in the long-term scale estimation
with the consideration of Li-plating. Based on updated model parameters from the MPFs
framework, the RUL is predicted by using Monte Carlo simulation. A case study with generated
data from COMSOL Multiphysics demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed MPFs
framework.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.3 presents related algorithms and
background knowledge used in this study. Section 5.4 introduces the structure and implementation
of the proposed MPFs framework. A 2D Li-ion battery case study is presented in Section 5.5 and
results demonstrate the effectiveness of the MPFs framework. The conclusion of this work is given
in Section 5.6.

5.3

Related works
This section is organized as follows. Subsection 5.3.1 introduces an artificial neural network

(ANN) model and its structure. Subsection 5.3.2 presents a typical particle filter methodology.
Subsection 5.3.3 overviews failure mechanisms of Li-plating for Li-ion batteries.
5.3.1 Review of the Artificial Neural Network Model
Artificial neural networks have been designed for various applications, such as pattern
recognition, prediction, optimization, function approximation, and control. A typical ANN is
constructed with artificial neurons that consist of nodes and weighted links between neuron inputs
and outputs. Based on different network architectures, ANN can be classified into two categories:
feed-forward networks and recurrent networks. In this chapter, one of the most commonly used
feed-forward networks, namely a multilayer perceptron (MLP), is employed to approximate the
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system response for a dynamic battery system. In a MLP, several neuron nodes are used to
compose three types of network layers, with generally one input layer, one or multiple hidden
layers, and one output layer. The information is propagated directly from the input layer through
hidden layers to the output layer. The information propagation process is realized by using the
activation function, which transforms the activation level of a neuron into an output signal. There
are a number of common activation functions in use with ANN, and out of which the sigmoid
function is most widely used.
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Figure 5.1: A general neural network model
Figure 5.1 shows the structure of the developed MLP, where q is the NN input with node index 1
to I, h is the NN hidden nodes with node index 1 to J, z is the NN output with index 1 to s, aij is
the weight connecting input node i to hidden node j, and bjs is the weight connecting hidden node
j and output node s.
5.3.2 Review of Particle Filters
Bayesian inference is a statistical method that estimates and updates the probability density
function (PDF) of unknown model parameters by using system observations [17]. Based on
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Bayesian techniques, several algorithms including the Kalman filter (KF) and the particle filter
(PF) are the powerful tools that can solve dynamic state-space problems. The Kalman filter obtains
a general analytic solution for PDFs of system states in a linear system with Gaussian white noise.
For a nonlinear system or non-Gaussian noise, however, KF cannot obtain general analytic solution
for PDFs of system states. The extended Kalman filter (EKF) provides a solution to a state
estimation problem by simplifying a nonlinear system to a linear system under the assumption that
all noise are approximately Gaussian distribution. In the PF approach, a set of particles is generated
to approximate the PDFs of system states with a set of associated weights. Given new system
measurements, the weights will be updated by employing the Bayesian inference and the particles
will be resampled based on the new estimated PDF. Thus, PF is also known as a sequential Monte
Carlo (SMC) method that implements Monte Carlo simulation in a recursive routine. The typical
process of a PF is based on state-space equations that include a state transition function f and a
measurement function h. The state-space equations are expressed as follows:
Transition:

xk  F  x k 1   w k

Measurement: z k  G  x k   v k

(5-1)

where k is the time index, x represents the system states vector, u represents the system inputs
vector, z denotes the system outputs vector, and w and v indicate system noise and measurement
noise vectors, respectively.
In a PF, a commonly used sampling method is the sequential importance resampling (SIR) that
approximates the filtering distribution p(xk|z0:k) by a set of P weighted particles {(w(i)k , x(i)k ) : i =
1, . . . , P}. The importance weights w(i)k are approximations to the relative posterior probabilities
of the particles such that
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P

f ( xk ) p( xk z0:k ) dxk   wk(i ) f ( xk( i ) )

P

i 1

w
i 1

(i )
k

(5-2)

1

The weight update is given by

p( zk xk ) p( xk xk 1 )
(5-3)
 ( xk x0:k 1 , z1:k )
where the importance distribution π(xk|x0:k−1, z0:k) is approximated as p(xk|xk−1). Resampling is
wk(i )  wk(i)1

used to avoid the problem of degeneracy of the PF algorithm, which is, avoiding the situation in
which all but one of the importance weights is close to zero. This step needs to be performed when
the effective number of particles Peff < Pthreshold, where Peff is computed as the inverse of the sum
of squared normalized particle weights given in (5-2). Resampling is performed by drawing P
particles from the current set with probabilities proportional to their weights and then simply
replacing the current set with the new one and assigning the same weight 1/P to all.

5.3.3 Review of the Li-plating for Li-ion Batteries
During a charging process under extreme operating conditions, Li-ion batteries could have
aging phenomenon due to Li-plating [18]. Under these conditions which make reduction reactions
occur easily, metallic lithium could be deposited on the surface of the negative electrode instead of
intercalating into it. Li-plating phenomenon generally occurs in a charging process under two
specific conditions: charging at high current or low temperature.
When a li-ion battery is charged at high current, active li-ions will be extracted from the positive
electrode, move across the separator, and intercalate into the negative electrode. However, the high
current makes the extraction rate larger than the intercalation rate, and then side reactions will occur
and turn li-ions to metallic lithium on the surface of negative electrodes particles. Similarly, the low
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temperature will slow down the intercalation rate on the surface of negative electrode and result in
the Li-plating on the negative electrode. These side reactions when Li-plating occurs are concluded
as follows:
xLi   Li C6  xe  Li  xC6

(5-4)

(1  x) Li   (1  x)e  (1  x) Li 

(5-5)

The reaction (5.4) is the regular insertion reaction in which xLi+ (x represents the fraction of
charge carriers) insert into the graphite structure formed by six carbon atoms C6. The reaction (5.5)
is the Li-plating side reaction which causes that (1-x)Li+ forms metal Li and is plated on the surface
of negative electrodes.
Since the metallic lithium has very active properties, it will continue having other side reactions
with substances in electrolyte, which are shown as follows:
S  Li  Li  S

(5-6)

where S represents the carbonate solvent electrolyte. This side reaction indicates that metallic
lithium could be rapidly oxidized as Li2CO3, LiF, or other insoluble products by the substances of
electrolyte to form an additional SEI [19]. The new SEI layer could stop the further side reactions
between plated Li metal and other oxidizers. As a consequence, the new-formed plated Li metal
has been protected gradually and will form a dendritic form that increases the SEI layer film
thickness and film resistance R. Finally, the loss of active Li-ions and increased film resistance
lead to an obvious capacity loss. In this study, the SEI layer film thickness  is assumed as a constant
value in each plating cycle so that the SEI layer film resistance R linearly increases while the plating
cycles continue. We assume the only Li oxidation product formed in reaction (5-6) is Li2CO3 in this
study. The film resistance Rk formed by lithium and Li2CO3 in each charging cycle is given by
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(5-7)

where zLi and zLi2CO3 are the volume fractions of lithium and Li2CO3 in the SEI layer, respectively,

kis the increased film thickness in each cycle, Li andLi2CO3 are the electronic conductivity for
lithium and Li2CO3.

5.4

A Proposed Multiscale Particle Filters Framework for Prognostics
This section is organized as follows. Subsection 5.4.1 presents the basic structure of the

proposed MPFs framework. Subsection 5.4.2 explains how to implement the MPFs framework with
two state-space equations.
5.4.1 Structure of a Multiscale Particle Filters (MPFs) Framework
As aforementioned in the introduction, prognostics for an engineered system can be complicated
when one or some failures happen during the regular use. For instance, the degradation performance
of a Li-ion battery system can be significantly accelerated by the occurrence of Li-plating failure
so that the prediction of the remaining useful life (RUL) is not accurate without considering effects
of the Li-plating. However, two issues exist in this practical problem: (i) the electrochemical model
is complicated so that the investigation of Li-plating with a physical model based approach is
impractical and computationally expensive to implement, (ii) several important parameters are
immeasurable and mutable during the occurrence of the Li-plating, which will largely affect the
degradation rate of a Li-ion battery system. In this chapter, a multiscale particle filters (MPFs)
framework is proposed to address the above issues from two aspects: (i) the MPFs use a data-driven
model, namely the artificial neural network, to surrogate the complex electrochemical model, which
could obviously mitigate the computational burden, (ii) the MPFs are constructed in a two particle
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filters structure to accurately estimate the required model parameters.
A typical MPFs framework is illustrated in the following Fig. 5.2, where a microscale particle
filter and a macroscale particle filter constitute the entire framework. For the microscale particle
filter, it intends to estimate the fast-varying variables such as the voltage in each discharge cycle.
When the Li-plating occurs inside a Li-ion battery, the SEI layer film resistance R increases
significantly since the plated Li metal and its compounds (e.g., Li2CO3) quickly thicken the solid
electrolyte interface (SEI) layer. The increasing SEI layer film resistance R in each cycle further
causes different charging-discharging performance of a Li-ion battery due to the increased internal
load on the resistance. To simulate the cycling performance of a Li-ion battery, a neural network
model is constructed. The training data are discharge voltage measurements in multiple discharge
cycles, which are generated from COMSOL Multiphysics by setting a constantly increasing
resistance R. After validation of the NN model, it is used as the transition function to estimate
system states (i.e., the SEI layer film resistance) in a microscale PF. Experimental data are
employed by the microscale PF to update the estimated system states (i.e., the SEI layer film
resistance). In the macroscale particle filter, the inter-cycle system states, namely increased
thickness of SEI layer and volume fractions of ingredients of SEI layer, are updated in this step.
Observations that are used for updating the inter-cycle system states are the SEI layer film resistance
estimated from the microscale particle filter. The system transition functions in this filtering step
are simple physics-based models that indicate the slowly varying process of these model
parameters. Finally, after collecting all of the model parameters from the microscale and macroscale
particle filters, the RUL of the Li-ion battery with the occurrence of Li-plating is calculated using
Monte Carlo simulation.
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Figure 5.2: the schematic structure of the MPFs framework

5.4.2 Implementation of the MPFs Framework
For the purpose of implementation of the MPFs framework, a feed forward neural network
(FFNN) is constructed to simulate system response in each discharge cycle when the SEI layer
film resistance increases. The input layer consists of three input nodes, namely the discharge
current, the discharge voltage, and the SEI layer film resistance at the last time point, while the
output layer only has one output node, namely the discharge voltage at the current time point.
COMSOL Multiphysics software, a commercial finite element analysis (FEA) tool, simulates
multiple discharge cycles of a Li-ion battery to generate training data sets with linear increase of
the SEI layer film resistance. A validation data set is also generated to validate the trained FFNN
model for a certain accuracy level by COMSOL Multiphysics. Finally, the validated FFNN model
is provided for the transition function in the microscale particle filter.
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For the microscale filtering, a particle filter employs the observed discharge voltage to calibrate
the SEI layer film resistance, which is treated as a fixed value in each discharge cycle but a slowly
varying value with increasing thickness of the plated lithium cyclically. The state-space equations
are shown as follows:

Transition : Vk  f NN  I k 1 ,Vk 1 , Rk 1   wk 1

Rk  Rk 1  rk 1

 Meansurement : y  V  v
k
k
k


(5-8)

where I is the discharge current, V is the discharge voltage, R is the SEI layer film resistance, y is
the experimental measurement, k is the sampling time point, w and r are the system noise, and v
is the measurement noise. The SEI layer film resistance R will be estimated by the microscale
particle filter and used as the observations for the macroscale filtering.
For the macroscale filtering, a particle filter employs the estimated SEI layer film resistance
by the microscale PF of each cycle to estimate several fixed but unknown model parameters such
as increased SEI layer film and volume fractions of lithium and Li2CO3 in the SEI layer. Those
parameters are treated as slowly varying values but have critical effects on the increase of the film
resistance during the whole Li-plating process. The state-space equations are shown as follows:



   Li CO  
Transition : Rk  Rk 1  zkLi1  k 1   zk 1  k 1   wk 1
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  Li CO 
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(5-9)

where zLi and zLi2CO3 are the volume fractions of Li metal and Li2CO3 in the SEI layer, respectively,

is the increased film thickness in each cycle, Li andLi2CO3 are the electronic conductivity for
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Li metal and Li2CO3, respective, y* is the estimated film resistance obtained from the microscale
particle filter of each cycle, w, r1, r2, and r3 are the system noise, and v is the measurement noise.

5.5

Case Study
This section is organized as follows. Subsection 5.5.1 introduces the details of data generation

by COMSOL Multiphysics. Subsection 5.5.2 presents the NN model construction and validation
for a Li-ion battery system. Subsection 5.5.3 illustrates the results from microscale and macroscale
particle filters. Subsection 5.5.4 shows the RUL prediction by given the estimation of model
parameters.
5.5.1 Data Generation by COMSOL Multiphysics
The battery 2D model implemented in COMSOL Multiphysics V4.4 is a two dimensional
model based on electrochemical principles of a Li-ion battery. This model is built in three regions:
the positive electrode, the negative electrode, and the separator, where each region consists of
uniform material. The material for positive electrode is lithium cobalt oxide, while the material for
negative electrode is graphite. Two current collectors are covered below and above the two
electrodes to charge or discharge the Li-ion battery. The geometry of Li-ion battery 2D model is
shown on Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: 2D Li-ion battery model in COMSOL Multiphysics

Totally, there are three data sets generated from the above Li-ion battery 2D model, which are
a training data set, a validation data set, and a synthetic experimental data set. The training data set
for 100 discharge cycles is produced to train the neural network model that is used simulate Li-ion
battery discharge performance with the Li-plating. The SEI layer film resistance is the design
variable which is uniformly distributed in a certain range. Then, the trained NN model is validated
by the validation data set, in which the design variable is randomly selected from the same range.
We also used the same model to generate the experimental data set for 50 discharge cycles, in which
the increased film thickness and volume fractions of Li products are treated as fixed design variables
to simulate a Li-plating process. The input discharge current density is designed as a constant
discharge current, and the output discharge voltage is calculated from this model with finite element
analysis (FEA). The parameters of these three data sets are shown in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Setting of variables for data generation in COMSOL Multiphysics

Increased
film
thickness 

Design variables

Input
variables

output
variable

Volume
fractions of
Li (zLi ) and
Li2CO3

SEI layer film
resistance R

Discharge
current
density I

Discharge
voltage V

(zLi2CO3)
Training data
set (100 cycles)

N/A

N/A

Uniformly
distributed in
0.0001~0.01
Ohm*m2

Constant
value 17.5
A/m2

Calculated
by
COMSOL

Validation data
set (30 cycles)

N/A

N/A

Randomly
selected from
0.0001~0.01
Ohm*m2

Constant
value 17.5
A/m2

Calculated
by
COMSOL

Experimental
data set (50
cycles)

3.5e-10 m

70% and 30%

Calculated
according to Eq.
(7)

Constant
value 17.5
A/m2

Calculated
by
COMSOL

5.5.2 Neural Network Model Construction and Validation Results
In order to increase the computational efficiency for the next particle filtering step, a neural
network model according to section 5.3 is constructed to surrogate the 2D Li-ion battery
electrochemical model. Three input nodes, namely the discharge current density, the discharge
voltage, and the SEI layer film resistance at last time point, are built, while the only output node
is the discharge voltage at current time point. Ten hidden nodes are empirically constructed, where
the sigmoid function is selected for the activation function. After constructing the NN model, the
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Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is used for the training algorithm to acquire a certain accuracy
level which requires MSE less than 1e-07. Fig. 5.4 shows voltage estimation for validation data
for one cycle which has the film resistance R = 7.5195e-5 (Ohm*m2), and the mean squared error
(MSE) of the estimation is 1.8663e-07.

Figure 5.4: Validation results for the NN model in one cycle

5.5.3 Results of MPFs
After obtaining a validated NN model from last step, the multiscale particle filters are executed
to estimate the desired model parameters by employing the synthesis experimental data. For the
microscale particle filtering, the system measurement is the discharge voltage calculated from
COMSOL, while the system state that requires to be estimated is the SEI layer film resistance R
that is calculated by the design parameters including increased SEI layer film thickness and volume
fractions of Li products in the SEI layer. According to Eq. (5.8), the system transition function
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employs the validated NN model to estimate the system response voltage. The observed discharge
voltage is then used to update the SEI layer film resistance in each cycle.
Figs. 5.5 show the discharge voltage and SEI layer film resistance estimated in selected cycles.
Fig. 5.5 (a), (c), and (e) show the true voltage value and voltage estimation by microscale PF for
cycle 10, cycle 30, and cycle 50, respectively. When the film resistance increases, the voltage
curve shifts lower than previous cycles. This observation is attributed to the fact that the larger SEI
layer film resistance causes bigger electrical load, so-called IR drop, on the internal resistance
when the battery is discharged, which is also the main contributor of capacity fade. Fig. 5.5 (b),
(d), and (f) show the true film resistance and estimation by microscale PF for cycle 10, cycle 30,
and cycle 50, respectively. Since the film resistance is an unknown parameter and is intended to
be estimated, the initial value of them are set as random guesses. Then, PF receives voltage
measurements and updates the film resistance to converge their true values at the end of the
discharge. Table 2 shows the MSEs of voltage estimation with film resistance estimation, which
indicates that microscale PFs can accurately track unknown parameters and estimate battery output
voltage.
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(a)

(b)

Voltage estimation in cycle 10

Film resistance estimation in cycle 10

Figure 5.5: Voltage and film resistance estimation from selected cycles by microscale PF
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(c)

(d)

Voltage estimation in cycle 30

Film resistance estimation in cycle 30
Figure 5.5: (continued)
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(e)

(f)

Voltage estimation in cycle 50

Film resistance estimation in cycle 50
Figure 5.5: (continued)
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Table 5.2 MSE for voltage estimation on cycle 10, 30, and 50
Cycle Number

Cycle 10

Cycle 30

Cycle 50

MSE for voltage estimation

1.1554e-03

5.7327e-04

8.5283e-05

In the macroscale particle filtering, the values of film resistance estimated from 50
experimental cycles by the microscale particle filter are used as the system observations. The
increased film thickness for each cycle and volume fractions of lithium and its compound in the
SEI layer are the fixed but unknown model parameters that need to be calibrated.
The following Fig. 5.6 show the estimation of those model parameters for the experimental
data set. Fig. 5.6 (a), (b), and (c) indicate the film resistance estimation, increased film thickness,
and volume fractions of lithium and lithium carbonate in the SEI layer. Since the macroscale PF
uses the estimation of film resistance from the microscale PF in last step, the estimation of film
resistance in large time scale is quite accurate shown in Fig. 5.6 (a), where the MSE of the
estimation is 5.7130e-09.. Because the increased film resistance and volume fractions of lithium
and its compound are unknown but fixed values, their initial values are randomly set. The
estimation of increased film resistance shown in Fig. 5.6 (b) indicates that it quickly converges to
its true value after 20 cycles’ updating. The estimation of volume fractions of lithium and its
compound shown in Fig. 5.6 (c) also illustrates the similar performance, but the convergence of
the volume fraction of lithium zLi is slower than the other one because it has less contribution to
the film resistance.
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(a)

(b)

Film resistance estimation by macroscale PF

Increased film thickness estimation by macroscale PF

Figure 5.6: Parameter estimation from the entire experimental data set by macroscale PF
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(c)

Volume fractions of lithium and its compound estimation by macroscale PF
Figure 5.6: (continued)

5.5.4 RUL Prediction
Given the information of estimated parameters, the remaining useful life (RUL) can be
calculated by using Monte Carlo simulation. The capacity of Li-ion batteries is calculated by the
ampere-hours method that is shown as follows:
t1

Qdisch   i   d
t0

(5-10)

where i() is the instantaneous discharge current, t0 is the starting time for discharge, which is
defined as the beginning of the discharge process, t1 is the end of time for discharge, which is
defined that the battery is discharged to a fixed voltage value (i.e., 3.5V in this case study). After
calculation of the capacity, the capacity loss is then computed as follows:

Capacity loss(%) 

Qdisch (initial cycle)  Qdisch (current cycle)
Qdisch (initial cycle)
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(5-11)

Fig. 5.7 (a) shows the true capacity loss calculated by Eq. (5.10) and (5.11). A failure threshold
that is set as 10% capacity loss indicates a defined failure criterion of a Li-ion battery. In this case
study, the cycle 40 is the end of the useful life when the capacity loss reaches the 10% limit.
The RUL prediction can start from any selected cycle based on the calculated film resistance
which is calculated from the estimated PDF of film thickness and volume fractions of lithium and
its compound. A Monte Carlo simulation is employed to calculate the PDF of the RUL for the Liion battery. Fig. 5.7 (b), (c) and (d) show the RUL prediction starting from cycle 20 and cycle 30,
respectively. It indicates that the RUL prediction is more accurate when it starts from latter cycles.

(a)

True capacity loss calculated by Eq. (11)

Figure 5.7: RUL prediction from selected cycles
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(b)

RUL prediction starting from cycle 20

(c)

RUL prediction starting from cycle 30
Figure 5.7: (continued)
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(d)

RUL prediction starting from cycle 30
Figure 5.7: (continued)
Table 5.3 RUL Prediction Analysis

5.6

Starting cycle for RUL prediction

Cycle 10

Cycle 20

Cycle 30

True RUL

30

20

10

Mean of predicted RUL

27.15

17.74

8.80

Standard deviation of predicted RUL

6.5742

5.0324

2.9938

Conclusion
This chapter proposes a multiscale particle filters (MPFs) framework as a new prognostic

approach to estimate RULs for a Li-ion battery with Li-plating. Our contributions of this chapter
have three aspects: (i) a data-driven model, namely neural network, is employed to capture the
battery system response with the occurrence of Li-plating; (ii) The MPFs framework consists of a
microscale particle filter that is designed to estimate time fast-varying variables and a macroscale
particle filter for estimation of time slowly-varying variables; (iii) RUL prediction is based on the
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estimated variables from the MPFs. A case study with generated data from COMSOL
demonstrates the effectiveness of proposed approach. The case study demonstrates the
effectiveness of the proposed approach.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
6.1

Conclusion
In this dissertation, the work scope is to develop advanced and effective methods to realize

functionalities of basic modules in system prognostics and health management (PHM).
Considering system complexity and dynamics, there are several challenges that impede researchers
obtain explicit and entire information of system PHM for future decision making.
To address these challenges, a SCDS approach has been developed to estimate system health
information in Chapter 2. By combining the advantages of both data-driven approaches and online
estimation techniques, the proposed SCDS approach not only resolves the low efficiency and
accuracy issues of data-driven approaches due to the evolving system behavior, but also eliminates
the dependency of online estimation techniques on the physics-based modeling of the dynamic
system. The main idea of the proposed approach is the integration of an intelligent system modeler
with an online estimator to build a self-cognizant dynamic system. The intelligent system modeler
closely monitors and learns the dynamic system behavior, and actively seeks adaptations of the
dynamic system model to better emulate the system behavior. The online estimator not only
estimates the hidden states based on the measured and predicted visible states, but also updates the
intelligent system modeler by using online observations, in order to gain a better understanding of
the dynamic system. To implement the self-cognizant dynamic system, this work employs a feedforward neural network (FFNN), the basic architecture of ANN, as the intelligent system modeler
and a dual extended Kalman filter (DEKF), the nonlinear version of KF for dual state estimation,
as the online estimator. The FFNN allows for the intelligent adaptation of the system model to the
changing dynamic system, while the DEKF enables the dual estimation of two hidden states,
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namely the state and model parameters. A li-ion battery application is demonstrated to validate the
effectiveness of the developed approach for system health assessment. The experimental case
study results indicated out performing accuracy and fast convergence performance and robustness
of the developed model-free battery health management approach for the battery SoC and capacity
estimation compared with the commonly used empirical equivalent-circuit model based approach.
Chapter 3 proposed an adaptive self-cognizant dynamic system (ASDS) approach to predict
the RUL for a general engineering system under uncertainty. The current data-driven prognostics
method either employs an empirical model or a pre-trained data-driven model to describe the
system degradation performance. Both of them limit the predictability of PHM especially when an
engineering system has a mutable performance due to operation or environment. The proposed
approach not only employs a NARX NN to simulate time-series degradation of a complex system,
but also utilizes a PF to self-evolve the system to minimize the influence of operational or
environmental change. Contributions of this chapter have three aspects: (i) construction of a
NARX NN model to learn the time-series degradation performance purely driven by training data
of a system, (ii) implementation of the ASDS approach to achieve the self-evolvement of the pretrained system by using a PF, (iii) development a RUL prediction based on self-updated model.
The effectiveness and robustness of the proposed approach are demonstrated by two case studies,
namely the cooling fan health prognostics and the 2008 IEEE PHM challenge problem. The results
support the effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed ASDS approach.
In chapter 4, Li-plating failure identification is investigated based on capturing battery
parameters dynamics. To capture system dynamics in DFN model, a new internal variable (ISV)
mapping approach is developed to identify battery parameters in a system of PDEs. Multiphysicsbased simulation of battery system dynamics with designed battery parameters are implemented
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within the COMSOL multiphysics simulation environment. With the simulation data, an artificial
neural network (ANN) model is constructed to model battery system output voltage instead of DFN
models, and then the links between weights in the ANN model and parameters in the DFN model
is evaluated by employing a Kriging based surrogate model. Using the Kriging model, the real
battery parameters can be identified from experimental data. The Li-plating mechanism has been
discussed and a new determining approach for Li-plating occurrence is proposed to analyze the
local effects and the onset timing of Li-plating under the high current conditions by using the
developed ISV mapping approach. The experiment using COMSOL Multiphysics is to simulate the
charging process of a Li-ion battery to observe the concentration gradient of different electrodes.
Based on these experimental results, the occurrence of Li-plating at different areas and onset times
can be successfully identified by employing the developed ISV mapping approach. With the
developed approach, a remaining useful life (RUL) prediction strategy considering Li-plating
failure mechanism could be further investigated in the future work for battery failure prognostics.
Chapter 5 proposes a multiscale particle filters (MPFs) framework as a new prognostic
approach to estimate RULs for a Li-ion battery with Li-plating. There are contributions in this
work: (i) a data-driven model, namely neural network, is employed to capture the battery system
response with the occurrence of Li-plating; (ii) The MPFs framework consists of a microscale
particle filter that is designed to estimate time fast-varying variables and a macroscale particle
filter for estimation of time slowly-varying variables; (iii) RUL prediction is based on the
estimated variables from the MPFs. A case study with generated data from COMSOL
demonstrates the effectiveness of proposed approach. The case study demonstrates the
effectiveness of the proposed approach.
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6.2

Future work
In this dissertation, an entire framework of PHM has been developed to address various issues

existing in different steps for PHM of an engineered system. In these works, two main issues,
namely, complex system modeling and dynamic system modeling, have been solved by employing
different advanced data-driven approaches. The proposed approaches provide effective ways for
prognostics and health management of a large variety of engineered systems under various
circumstance. In industry, however, there is no general design framework for a PHM system
applied on a practical engineered system. Currently, PHM systems designed on industrial products
are highly application-dependent, which causes the high design cost and impracticality of
development of PHM techniques. In future research, a general PHM system design framework will
be conducted to summarize and optimize structures and procedures of a PHM system applied on a
general engineered product, which can further improve the practicality of PHM techniques in
industry.
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